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Abstract
The continual increase in the population of older adults in the next 50 years
envisages an increase of dependants on the family and the Government. Assisted
Living technologies are information and communication technologies to assist,
improve and monitor the daily living of the old and vulnerable population by
promoting greater independence and providing a safe and secure environment at
a reduced cost. Most of the assisted living technologies are passive sensor-based
solutions where a number of embedded or body-worn sensors are employed or
connected over a network to recognize activities. Often the sensors are obtrusive
and are extremely sensitive to the performance of the sensors. Visual data is
contextually richer than sensor triggered firings. Visual data along with being
contextual is also extremely sensitive.
In this work, a camera-based solution for assisted living is proposed. Since visual
data is intrusive, a qualitative study among older adults within the community was
carried out to get a context of the privacy concerns of having a camera within an
assisted living environment. Building on the outcomes of the focus group dis-
cussions, a novel monitoring framework is proposed. Following the framework,
Activity Level, as an effective metric to measure the amount of activity under-
taken by an individual is proposed. Activity Level is estimated by extracting and
classifying pixel-based and phase-based motion features. Experiments reveal that
phase-based features perform better than pixel-based features. Experiments are
carried out using the novel Sheffield Activities of Daily Living Dataset, which
has been developed and made available for further computer vision research for
assisted living.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Ageing is a global phenomenon with the population of older adults of the world
increasing at an alarming rate. According to a United Nation report, population
ageing is unprecedented and pervasive with deep implications to every human
life [2]. The report also states that “The older population is growing faster than
the total population in practically all regions of the world and the difference in
growth rates is increasing”. The continual increase of the population [the statis-
tical trend is presented in Chapter 2] of older adults all over world envisages the
use of technology to promote better living standards and quality of life. Assisted
living solutions mostly focus around the detection of falls which is a major risk
for older adults. However the increasing need and scope of wider use technology
have slowly found their applications in personal security, health and rehabilita-
tion and even in bio-robotic systems. With the advent of novel communication
technologies, increasing number of technologies are finding their application in
prognosis of health conditions by monitoring one or several parameters in one’s
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daily living.
Technology to monitor the parameters which affect the quality of life or lifestyle
are being monitored using a number of different types of technologies like body-
worn alert device, mobile based applications, intelligent clothing and passive
infra-red sensor (PIRs) within assisted living environments. Different types of
technologies are finding prominence and gaining traction for monitoring indoor
as well as outdoor activities. Most assisted living environments or large scale
observational studies have traditionally employed a network of sensors. With
the huge reduction in the camera prices, the use of visual sensors are gaining
prominence within assisted living solutions. Though some studies as mentioned
in Chapter 2 have had visual-sensors as a part of their sensor network, images
and videos were mostly used for post observation analysis.
Data acquired from a single sensor or a network of PIRs are often not contextual
enough to deduce much information. For example, a simple motion detector
can detect only motion within a room, however with the motion information
of a video, we can detect motion, track an object, understand the direction of
motion and also the intensity of motion. Visual sensor based technologies involve
capturing of visual information, processing it and then analysing it. One of the
fundamental advantages of a visual sensor-based system over a non visual sensor-
based system, is that visual data obtained in contextually rich. However, it is this
fundamental advantage of a video-based system that poses the biggest challenge
against developing such a system as along with being contextual is also extremely
sensitive as shown in Figure 1.1 (adapted from [3]).
The potential challenges while designing such a system as mentioned in [3], are
2
Figure 1.1: Sensitivity of Information
technical, acceptability and integration.
Technical Challenges - The technical challenges involve selection of a correct
camera with good resolution. Along with the positioning of the camera, it is also
important to note that visual data need a large bandwidth for transmission. If
data is sent over a network to a remotely located server for a third party view-
ing and analysis, there should be stringent network protocols in place to prevent
unwanted interception. There are smart cameras in which the video can be fil-
tered and augmented symbols of the target or silhouette of the region of interest
could be transmitted. Data over a network should also be securely and privately
transmitted to avoid issues with data-protection. Also, in a typical home envi-
ronment, there is a possibility of occlusions due to furnitures and other objects.
A multi camera view of the room can possibly reduce the effects of occlusions but
for a single camera set-up, the problem of occlusion becomes exponentially more.
In daily living, it should be also considered that all the postures and locations
within a room will not be always facing the camera, which in turn poses the
challenge of self occlusion. Monitoring movement of hands to recognize activities
or reconstruction of the scene becomes extremely complex due to self occlusion.
Acceptability Challenge - User acceptance is the most critical part specially
when the user and the movements would be continuously video-captured for anal-
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ysis. While a filtered image is relatively less sensitive, there is a need of more
rigorous qualitative assessment regarding the acceptability and data protection
protocols to understand the sensitivity of information regarding monitoring tech-
nologies. Ensuring privacy and protection of personal data without hindering the
overall independence of an individual forms an extremely important bench-mark
for the design and implementation of any monitoring technology. A balance be-
tween the context of the visual data and the sensitivity of the interpreted visual
information is needed. The data need to be protected and kept confidential by
several privacy filters and multi-level protection protocols.
Integration Challenge - The infrastructure and the ambient conditions of a
dwelling form an important priori knowledge to a video-based monitoring sys-
tem. The arrangement of the rooms, the lighting conditions, the colour of the
walls, positioning of furnitures are important bits of information that needs to
be addressed while selecting and designing the video-based system. Apart from
the visual features, other relevant parameters like temperature, smoke within the
dwelling should also be monitored for health and safety. An intelligent monitoring
system should be able to effectively communicate with other devices and other
data sources for monitoring not only the user but also other relevant parameters.
1.1 The Thesis
The research undertaken for this thesis forms a part of a multi-disciplinary net-
work within The University of Sheffield. The motivation behind the network
was to find out ways to promote independence among the older adult population
within an assisted living environment. The outcomes of the network was aimed
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to identify the some of the translational requirements of using novel technologies
for older adults.
1.1.1 PIPIN - multi-disciplinary research network
PIPIN (Promoting Independence through Personalized Interactive Technologies)
is a multi-disciplinary network within The University of Sheffield focussing on
the examination of existing and future technical capacity that can be used to
benefit older people with long term conditions. The three projects funded within
the network are
• Project 1 involved the technical translational of requirements of health and
social care professionals for lifestyle/behavioural monitoring using visual
sensors taking into account the concerns of end-users.
• Project 2 involved the development of a personalized adaptive listening
system primarily for dysarthric speakers.
• Project 3 investigated the gaps in how specialized assistive technologies are
appropriated, adapted and rejected in everyday settings.
This thesis is the outcome of the Project 1 whose main focus was to collect and
analyse activity levels with visual sensors which can contribute to the overall
activity profile of an individual. Traditionally these measurements were done
using a network of low-cost sensors like motion-detectors, bed occupancy sensors
and wearable sensors. Since visual sensors for automatic analysis of visual data
had not been used before, a part of the research was also to investigate the context
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and acceptability of visual sensors for lifestyle monitoring through interactions
with end-users.
[The author would like to note that the research presented in this thesis has been
exclusively the author’s work and research from other projects have not been
included in this thesis.]
1.1.2 Aim and Objectives of this Thesis
Since the challenges to having a visual-sensor are multi-disciplinary, the research
does not solely aim to solve the existing activity recognition or action recognition
problem as is understood within the computer vision community. The aim of this
thesis is to propose an effective metric for detecting the amount of activity carried
out by an individual in an assisted living environment using visual sensors, taking
into account the context of acceptability and privacy through an inter-disciplinary
study. The aim of this thesis is achieved by the following objectives:
• to understand the context and acceptability of vision-based solutions for
assisted living,
• to propose an effective metric (activity level) for the amount of activity
carried out and a representative evaluation test-bench to test vision-based
solutions,
• to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed metric using different visual features
using a discriminative model of features and classifiers.
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ASSUMPTION
Since the network of which this research is a part of focussed on promoting
independence, for this research it has been assumed that the assisted living en-
vironment would be single occupancy and that the only moving subject within
a scene would be the individual to be monitored. Also, it was assumed that the
research would focus on normal daily living of individuals and not focus on any
specific health conditions.
1.1.3 Author Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis is to propose a visual sensor-based activity
level estimator for assisted living in the context of the amount of movement
undertaken by an individual to carry out activities of daily living through an
interdisciplinary study. The thesis is an outcome of one of the first studies that
investigates the use of visual sensors for activity level estimation for monitoring
of older adults within assisted living. The novel outcomes of this thesis -
1. Qualitative analysis based on data collected from prospective end-users of
a video-based monitoring system of older adults. [Chapter 3]
2. Definitions of activity levels estimated with a visual sensor and a novel
annotated bench mark dataset for activity level estimation [Chapter 4]
3. A novel activity level estimation system methodology under single camera
setup and dual camera setup using 3 different features -
• motion-HOG feature for activity level estimation [Chapter 5]
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• novel motion-moment feature for activity level estimation [Chapter 5]
• novel localized phase correlation method for activity level estimation
[Chapter 6]
1.1.4 Author Publications
Some of the contributions and research of this thesis have been disseminated in
the following manner.
1.1.4.1 In Peer-reviewed Proceedings
C1. S.Pal and C.Abhayaratne, “Video-based Activity Level Recognition for As-
sisted Living Using Motion Features”, in Proceedings of ACM International Con-
ference on Distributed Smart Cameras (ICDSC), 2015, pp. 62-67.
C2. S.Pal, T.Feng and C.Abhayaratne, “Real-time Recognition of Activity Levels
for Ambient Assisted Living”, in Proceedings of IEEE International Conference
on Consumer Electronics (ICCE-Berlin), 2015, pp. 485-488.
C3. S.Pal and C.Abhayaratne, “Phase Feature-based Activity Level Estimation
for Assisted Living”, in Proceedings of IET International Conference on Tech-
nologies for Active and Assisted Living (TechAAL), 2016.
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1.1.4.2 Poster presentations
Along with the proceedings, portions of the research in this thesis has been dis-
seminated as poster presentations. The posters and the accompanying abstracts
were peer-reviewed and accepted by established and distinguished academics who
might not have been domain experts. The posters were presented in the following
events:
P1. S.Pal, C.Abhayaratne, M.Hawley, “Video-based Monitoring of Activity Lev-
els for Assisted Living” in Proceeding of Dem@Care Summer School on Ambient
Assisted Living (DemAAL) [2013].
P2. S.Pal, C.Abhayaratne, M.Hawley, “Video-based Activity Level Monitoring
for Assisted Living”. Presented at the Regional Event of Royal Academy of En-
gineering, UK [2015] [Adjudged first-runners up prize].
P3. S.Pal and C.Abhayaratne, “Detection of Activity Levels for Monitoring of
Daily Activities of Older Adults in Assisted Living” in Proceedings of Workshop
of Human Motion Analysis for Healthcare Applications, IET, 2016.
1.1.4.3 Journals under preparation
J1. Visual Sensor-based Monitoring Framework for Assisted Living - An Eidetic
Log of One’s Lifestyle. [IEEE Journal of Biomedical and Health Informatics]
J2. Activity Level Estimation for Assisted Living using Motion Features in the
Pixel Domain. [IEEE Transactions on Consumer Electronics]
J3. Localized Phase-based Activity Level Estimation for Assisted Living. [IEEE
Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics]
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1.1.5 Organization of the Thesis
Chapter 2 details the statistical trends in the ageing population of the world
to justify the need for technological solutions to provide care and support. Fol-
lowing the statistical trends, commonly used monitoring systems are discussed
followed by video-based monitoring systems. In this section a few popular activ-
ity recognition algorithms are discussed. Though the thesis is not about activity
recognition, the work done in the literature are mostly focussed to solve the ac-
tivity recognition/action recognition problem without taking into account the
context of application.
Chapter 3 is about the qualitative study of a video-based monitoring system to
meet the first objective. The need for focus groups as a mode to understand the
context and use of a video-based system is detailed. The structure of discussion
in the focus groups among older adults of the community is listed along with the
outcomes of the discussion. Along with the analysis of the focus group discussion,
4As model is proposed for visual-sensor based monitoring is introduced.
Chapter 4 defines the concept of activity levels and how the definitions have
been formalized through a visual perception test to meet the second objective.
In this chapter, a short review of existing datasets is presented highlighting the
need for the novel dataset is also presented. The Sheffield Activities of Daily
Living dataset is proposed along with its technical specifications.
Chapter 5 A novel activity level estimation system is introduced. Initially sim-
ple motion features are use to estimate activity levels which forms the baseline
results. The results are improved by exploring different motion-based features to
detect activity levels in the pixel domain. Keeping the classification parameters
constant, two different features are compared under two different camera setups.
The proposed motion-moment perform the best in this comparative study.
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Chapter 6 contains estimation of activity levels in the frequency domain. In-
spired by the psychophysical aspects of motion perception and the information
offered by phase images of a Fourier Transform, a novel localized phase correla-
tion method is proposed to model activity level. The results are compared to the
pixel domain results to meet the second part of the third objective. Using the
properties of the Fourier space, phase information is used as a feature to estimate
activity levels.
Chapter 7 forms the conclusions to this thesis and lists possible future directions
of this research.
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Chapter 2
Lifestyle Monitoring for Assisted
Living - A Background Study
Lifestyle Monitoring technologies are information and communication technolo-
gies which monitor individuals in their daily living to identify early signs of
health deteriorations. With the emergence and easy availability of communi-
cation technologies like mobile phones, many mobile application led solutions
have also evolved to monitor day to day activities of individuals. The rest of the
chapter is as follows, section 2.1 details the motivation behind having lifestyle
monitoring technologies for older adults. Section 2.2 lists some of the interpreta-
tions of what a lifestyle monitoring technology is in the context of assisted living
for older adults, the need for lifestyle monitoring and also list the different types
of non-visual sensors that are used of user-trials and commercial installations.
Non-visual network of sensors are often obtrusive and complicated and the infor-
mation deduced from sensor firings are not always accurate. Visual data on the
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Figure 2.1: Average annual growth rate of total population and population aged
60 or over: world, 1950-2050
other hand provides more contextual and precise information. Section 2.3 details
the use of visual sensors for assisted living and how different approaches have
been adopted to address different requirements of such a technology. Finally, in
section 2.4, a summary of the chapter and the research focus for this thesis is
detailed.
2.1 Ageing Population
As shown in Figure 2.1, the growth rate of population of the world has decreased
from 1.8% to 1.2% between the years 1950 and 2000 and is projected to decrease
further to 0.8% in 2030. However, the change in the older adult population is
expected to rise from 1.9% to 2.8% between 2000 and 2030. The demographic
changes of a few countries as shown in Figure 2.2 show that almost all of them
would experience a sharp rise in the percentage in the older adult population [4].
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Figure 2.2: Percentage of population aged above 65 years
While Japan is supposed to have the highest percentage of older adult population
with 35.6%; in countries like Ireland, Switzerland and Spain, the percentage of
older adults would double by 2050. In other European countries like Germany,
France and Sweden there would be an increase between 7% to 12%. Even within
the United Kingdom, the population aged 65 years and above is projected to
rise by 6.8%. As shown in Figure 2.3, the number of people between the age 60
to 75 years would rise by 2 million and in the above 75 years category, the rise
would be nearly 4 million [5]. Since the overall life expectancy of human beings
has increased owing to the advancement of medical sciences and better health
care services, there is a continuous growing need to provide better social and
healthcare services to the ageing population.
Increase in the population of older adults envisages an increase of dependants
on the family and the Government. Based on [6], as many as 35% of older
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Figure 2.3: Projected population by age, United Kingdom, 2010-2035
people who live in a care home could be supported to live at home or in extra
care housing schemes through the use of technology. Along with the current care
models, tele-care systems, and the rise in health-care costs; the society would need
more robust and cost-effective technology dependent monitoring solutions that
would help monitoring the well-being of the older adult population. Emerging
monitoring technologies should be low-cost, simple, unobtrusive, easy to interact
and would be able to promote an independent lifestyle of the ageing population.
2.2 Lifestyle Monitoring
With the population ageing at a rapid pace, the need for assisted living environ-
ments and lifestyle monitoring technologies is increasing. Assisted living environ-
ments are spaces enabled with information and communication technologies that
would assist in one’s independent day to day living. The emergence of modern
information and communication technologies have led to an increased number of
research and commercial implementations of different types of technologies to aid
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the older adult population to lead a more healthy lifestyle and also to predict an
impending life condition.
2.2.1 Definition
Modern telecare and telehealth solutions focus on using technologies to aid in an
healthier lifestyle and prognosis of a health condition through indirect measure
of how active an individual has been in daily living. One of the earliest studies
of behavioural monitoring of individuals done by Celler et al. [7] found out that
the health status of an individual can be determined by monitoring a number of
simple parameters (mobility, sleep patterns, utilisation of cooking, washing and
toilet facilities) which are representative of the interaction of the individual with
his environment. There is no universal definition adopted for the term lifestyle
monitoring for older adults. As mentioned in [8], lifestyle monitoring for older
adults can be termed as one of the many elements of telecare research which
aims to detect changes in the activity profiles of an individual through one or
many measures in order to highlight an individual’s health status or care status.
Lifestyle monitoring within assisted living stems from the hypothesis that there
is a correlation between health and activity [9].
2.2.2 The relationship between Activity and Health
The relationship between physical activity and health status is well recognized,
investigated and recommended by The World Health Organization (WHO) [10].
The inter-relationship between health and activity has been a topic of scientific
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enquiry for many decades leading us to broadly conclude that a sedentary living
can have its implications of the physical and mental health of any individual [11].
Though there is no quantitative measure to ascertain the correlation between
health and activity, it is widely accepted that physical activity contributes to
healthy living among all age groups.
Increased mobility or physical activity improves one’s psychological well-being
and quality of life [12]. A decrease of Physical Activity Level or physical func-
tionality can reduce the functional dependence and increase the risks of disability
with age [13] [14]. Activity Intensity or the energy cost of physical activities have
long been manually measured by a physiological measure named metabolic equiv-
alent task (MET). This measure is a ratio of the metabolic rate for a particular
activity to the set of reference values defined for a group of activities. For older
adults, the amount of daily activity undertaken also becomes indicative or pre-
cursive knowledge of one’s failing health condition [8] [15].
2.2.3 Activities of Daily Living
Activities of Daily Living are measures by which one’s functional ability to live
independently is estimated. Way back in 1960s, Katz had proposed the Index of
Independence based on the activities of daily living (ADLs) [16]. The activities
of daily living are parameters to represent the functional ability of an individual
to carry out an activity. Activities of Daily Living are categorized into BADLs
(Basic Activities of Daily Living) like bathing, dressing etc. and IADLs (Instru-
mental Activities of Daily Living) like housework, shopping etc. The BADLs
are about fundamental functions of one’s living whereas the IADLs tell us more
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about independent survival [17]. According to Gil et al. in [18] there are two
basic approaches to measure activities of daily living of older adults -
• Monitoring the ADLs by looking at specific activities.
• Measuring the activity or busyness of an individual.
Measuring activities of daily living has often being criticized as asking an in-
dividual to carry out a list of activities which will be representative of healthy
living fundamentally violates the concept of independent living. Also, different
individuals would have different activities of daily living and hence would carry
out different activities differently as demonstrated in a study done by Dodge et
al. [19], where variability in walking speeds and trajectories were correlated with
mild cognitive impairment. Hence, instead of asking an individual to carry out a
fixed set of activities, having a proxy/indirect measure to the amount of activity
is more acceptable for monitoring lifestyle of an individual.
2.2.4 Non-visual Sensor-based Technologies
Lifestyle monitoring technologies are information and communication technolo-
gies which help monitor the lifestyle of an individual in daily living by monitoring
one or more parameters through one or more sensors. The parameters of moni-
toring lifestyle range from observing activities of daily living to monitoring vari-
ous ambient parameters. Most commercially available sensor-based technologies
or those developed for user trails involve a large number of embedded sensors
like motion detectors, accelerometers etc. to monitor a single activity of daily
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Table 2.1: Commonly used sensors and their domains of application
Application Domains Sensors
Motion detector, Door open/close,
Activity monitoring
Electrical appliance, Accelerometer
Motion detector, Door open/close,
Safety and Security Electrical appliance, Temperature/Smoke sensor,
Accelerometer
Motion detector, Microphone,
Fall detection
Accelerometer
living [20]. Sensors used for the lifestyle monitoring can be broadly divided
into wearable sensors and non-wearable sensors. While the wearable sensors like
accelerometer, smart clothing (gloves, shoes etc.)are used for monitoring daily
activity patterns as well as collect physiological information; the non-wearable
sensors like motion sensors, temperature sensors etc. are used to monitor the
ambient condition for security and safety. The application domains of a monitor-
ing technology can be broadly divided into activity monitoring, personal safety
and security and fall detection. Some of the most commonly used sensors in these
domains are listed in Table 2.1 [adapted from [3]].
2.3 Visual sensor-based Lifestyle Monitoring Tech-
nologies
In recent years, there has been a great interest to explore the applications of
video based technologies in health research and assisted living. Video cameras
have been used in some trails but most of them were used for post-observation
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manual analysis of the recording. For example in the GEROME project [21],
video cameras were used along with audio sensors for enhancing independence of
the elderly at home by ensuring autonomy, comfort of life, security, monitoring
and assistance to place of residence. Also in the HERMES project [22], video
cameras and audio sensors were used to provide cognitive care for the elderly.
However in both these studies, visual data was used more for manual post be-
havioural analysis. Visual sensors have their advantages over non-visual sensors
as they are able to capture more than 1 event at a time and also the data ob-
tained is data rich [3] [1]. Visual data is also contextually rich and provides more
information than non-visual sensor firings.
2.3.1 Alert Systems
The most common application of a video based technology for assisted living
is fall detection. A majority of the literature focusses on different fall detection
techniques using the bound-box approach, motion analysis, aspect ratio measure-
ment etc. ( [23], [24], [25]). Some of the other works include Chen et al. in [26],
where the authors used 23 cameras and computer vision algorithms to detect
elopements among people with dementia. Similarly in [27], a two way interactive
video technology is used to monitor patients with mid dementia.
2.3.2 Activity Recognition
The term activity does not have a universal definition. Different disciplines tend
to define activity in different ways. While in the rehabilitation field, it is defined as
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activities necessary for day to day living; in gerontology, even social participation
is categorized as activities along with physical movement. The term activity is
differently defined within computer vision literature and health service literature.
Within the computer vision community, activity recognition is a broad research
topic. Activity recognition in context of assisted living is not as widely reported
as generic activity recognition or action recognition. Some of earliest view-point
dependent solutions used the motion history images as proposed by Davis and Bo-
bick in [28], to model different actions in indoor settings. For example, Albu et al.
in [29] proposed the Volumetric Motion History Image (VMHI) to analyse irreg-
ularities in human actions. The experiments suggest that along with the VMHI
information, additional measures like speed might be needed for a more robust
detection of abnormal behaviours. Weinland et al. introduced Motion History
Volumes (MHV) as a free-viewpoint representation for human actions in the case
of multiple calibrated, and background-subtracted, video cameras in [30]. An-
other approach involved having local descriptors based on spatio-temporal inter-
est point like SIFT, SURF, HOG are often used to recognize actions. Computing
these local features and then modelling it over time are resource intensive tasks
and not often not discriminatory enough to model human motion [31]. More-
over, these approaches have seldom been tested in context of a home monitoring
system or assisted living.
Within health service, an activity refers to more of activities of daily living and it
is measured using various parameters whereas within computer vision activity is
made up of one or more component actions with a high level semantic represen-
tation [32] [33]. As mentioned in [3], activity detectors can often be made up of
stochastic context free parser composed of action detectors as sub-components.
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Activity recognition is heavily dependent on the type of features one uses for the
classification and the type of dataset the algorithm is used on. With the growing
interest to use visual systems for home monitoring systems, Messing et al. in [34],
introduced the velocity histories of tracked key points to model the activites of
daily living. In [35], Cheng et al. have also used the local HOG features over time
to model different actions. Along with the local features, Wang et al. in [36] have
used depth information to model different actions into an ensemble of actionlet
to label each activity. All these approaches have been evaluated on their own
created datasets where the subjects in the video are facing the camera.
2.3.3 Other Parameters
One of the main problems of activity recognition in a video-based indoor moni-
toring system is occlusion. Occlusion in complex scenes can be detected by the
segmentation based approach as in [37], where the video sequences are broken
down into layers to represent the depth. A multiple level MHI (MMHI) was
formulated by Valstar et al. in [38] to overcome the problem of self occlusion
by taking the MHI at multiple time intervals. In [39], Stein explores the vari-
ous occluding detection techniques such as the contour-focussed technique, the
T-junction detection using image features like edge information and motion in-
formation into account. The main cause of occlusions in an indoor setting is due
to furnitures or due to self occlusion. To completely remove the noise due to
occlusion from an indoor scene is an extremely challenging task. Also, selection
and positioning of the camera becomes important when we want to have minimal
noise due to occlusion in the video sequences. Some of the other approaches used
in video based assisted living are thermal imaging technologies for physiological
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information monitoring [40], action recognition [41], gait analysis [42] etc. More
recently, Edlib et al. in [43], used a network of low resolution visual sensors to
detect for visitors using silhouettes and the Markov model.
2.4 Discussions
This chapter focusses on the background of this thesis detailing the motivation of
this research, the current lifestyle monitoring technologies and the use of visual
sensors in addressing some of the challenges in isolation. In this section, a sum-
mary of the chapter is presented followed by identification of the requirement of
a lifestyle monitoring technology and concluded with the research focus of this
thesis.
2.4.1 Summary of the Chapter
As mentioned in section 2.1, the motivation behind the research is the rapid
increase of the older adult population. The number of people to be cared for
would soon surpass the number of people who can provide care which empha-
sizes the need for having information and communication technologies to promote
independent living. Most telecare technologies, alert systems or anomaly detec-
tion technologies generate alert only after an event has happened. Most lifestyle
monitoring systems used for user-trials are PIR-based or wearable technologies.
However, as mentioned in [3] and [44] PIR sensors are often obtrusive, compli-
cated, unreliable, have a limited range and offer limited information; whereas,
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visual sensors provide more contextual and precise information. Visual sensors
have been used in various monitoring technologies but they have been used mainly
of observational purposes and post-analysis purposes.
2.4.2 Requirements of a lifestyle monitoring system
Under the assumption that a decline in daily activities is an early indicator for
failing health, the next generation of lifestyle monitoring technologies focusses on
the prognosis rather than diagnosis of a medical condition. Activity measures are
often indirect measures of the abilities of an individual to carry out an activity.
These are often collected by self-reporting of the ability to carry out activities of
daily living or health-care professional actively or passively observing the perfor-
mance of activities [45]. Lifestyle monitoring technologies are technologies which
can directly monitor an individual in daily living; thereby more emphasis can be
given on the behavioural patterns or correlation of activities to declining health.
So the requirement of lifestyle monitoring technologies, is having a measure of
activity which would help in creating an activity profile for an user. Identification
of activity for building activity profiles do work but in [9], the author argues that
end users have expressed displeasure in carrying out a list of activities to fulfil
the goal of healthy living. The end users would much rather live independently
and go about their normal routine and have a proxy measure to determine if they
have done enough activity.
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2.4.3 Research Focus for the Thesis
The challenges of designing and evaluating a lifestyle monitoring system are multi-
disciplinary. In this thesis, the focus has been narrowed down to establishing and
estimating a proxy measure for the activity profiles of an individual from visual
data. The research focus for this thesis begins with identifying the requirement
of a lifestyle monitoring system. The qualitative studies exploring the use of
visual sensors for monitoring have focussed more on observation of activities
rather automatic interpretation of an activity measure. Hence, the acceptability
of using visual sensors in a lifestyle monitoring system is investigated through
focus groups as presented in Chapter 3.
One of the requirements of a lifestyle monitoring technology is having a measure
of activity which observed over a longer period of time could potentially help in
generating activity profiles. Hence, a higher level of abstracted information about
activities of daily living is proposed and evaluated through a visual perception
test. Also, the lack of datasets for activity level estimation as mentioned in
section 4.2, prompted the creation of a dataset with the ground-truth labelled
with activity levels. The definitions of activity levels for visual proxy measure
named as activity level are proposed in Chapter 4.
Activity recognition as understood within computer vision is recognizing of activ-
ities for various applications. Activity recognition in the context of assisted living
or behavioural monitoring often focusses more on the recognition of activity and
less on what is actually needed for a monitoring technology. Most activity recog-
nition algorithms detail about the motivation and the need for assisted living
but often fail to address the specific requirements of a monitoring technology. In
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Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, different image features in the pixel domain and
frequency domain are explored to estimate activity levels.
Activity Level as a measure of busyness of an individual estimated with visual
sensors was first proposed in [46]. It is only recently that the SPHERE project [47]
focusses on building an intelligent sensor platform for healthcare in a residential
environment where the aim is to have a multi-modal solution using traditional
sensors and video cameras and some of the visual data obtained through this
platform is automatically analysed and processed for activity recognition tasks.
It must be noted that the activity recognition task in this project as well is done
by not recongizing activities but by estimating activity intensities [48] based on
energy expenditure and classifying them into 3 groups namely light, moderate and
vigorous. Activity level estimation and activity recognition are two fundamentally
different problems as one aims to find out the amount of activity while the other
aims to recognize an activity.
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Chapter 3
Visual Sensor-based Monitoring
for Assisted Living : A
Qualitative Study
Video-based lifestyle monitoring for assisted living is an emerging domain and it
is very important to understand the context and implications of using cameras
for monitoring of daily activities. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the activities of
daily living are mainly measured through self-reporting. In the study done on
patients in [49], the author concluded that though the inter-observer reliability
of activities of daily living is excellent, patients often tend to over estimate their
ability to carry out activities of daily living. Monitoring systems for older adults
address this challenge by employing a network of non-visual sensors to unobtru-
sively decipher the actual of amount of activity done by an individual. Visual
sensors for monitoring systems are slowly gaining prominence but mostly for post
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analysis for behavioural modelling. In this chapter, the context and acceptability
of visual sensors for monitoring systems have been explored through focus groups
among older adults within the community. Based on the outcomes of the discus-
sions among the participants, a model for video-based assisted living system is
proposed.
3.1 Introduction
Behaviour modelling using manual annotated video recordings is slowly gaining
prominence for diagnosis and prognosis of long term conditions. With the contin-
ual reduction of camera prices and the evolution of computer vision techniques,
camera-based solutions are becoming more and more low cost, simple and unob-
trusive alternative for sensors. Visual data is contextually rich and often simple
features from video data have lots of information about the scene embedded in
them. As shown in Figure 1.1, the sensitivity of information acquired by a visual
sensor is much more than that acquired by a traditional PIR sensor. Since vi-
sual data is extremely intrusive and can lead to privacy concerns, Focus groups
were organized among older adults within the community who discussed about
the possibilities and impacts of having a camera for monitoring at home. The
privacy concerns of older adults are contextual, personalized,and influenced by
psychosocial motivations of later life [50]. Hence, the degree of abstraction in
extracting, processing and analysing data for an assisted living technology is of
utmost importance.
In this chapter, a novel video-based monitoring model is introduced where the
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analysis of the video-recordings would be done automatically using different com-
puter vision techniques. Focus group discussions among older adults from within
the community were conducted to explore the context and acceptability of a
visual-sensor based monitoring system. The novel outcomes of this study are -
• a qualitative analysis based on data collected from prospective end-users,
Along with the analysis of the focus group discussions, a video-based lifestyle
monitoring system architecture is introduced. The architecture has a high level
representation as well as a more granular representation. The rest of the chapter
is arranged as follows: Section 3.2 details the background to user-centered design
and other studies which have explored the visual sensors for monitoring systems.
Section 3.3 discusses the methodology adopted to understand the context and
acceptability along with the structure of the focus groups. The analysis of the
focus group discussions is presented in section 3.4 followed by the multi-level
model in section 3.5. Finally, a summary of chapter is presented in section 3.6.
3.2 Background
Telecare services focus on alarms and monitoring of activities. The fundamental
essence of a monitoring system is to provide a safe and secure environment,
thereby promoting a healthy, independent and non-intrusive living. Traditional
system development life cycle (as shown in Figure. 3.1) does not involve users
until the testing phase.
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Figure 3.1: System Development Life Cycle
However, for a monitoring technology, acceptance and usability of a technology
are the two most important questions that need to be addressed at the very
onset. To understand the acceptance of a video-based monitoring system and
the privacy concerns of such a system, an user-centred design approach should be
adopted. In a recent study done by Bentley et al. [51], the authors suggest that
inspite of the advances in technology in recent years, there are still considerable
design related issues in current telecare systems. In other study done, the authors
note that a strong involvement of end-users is needed to address usability and
accessibility of monitoring technologies, thereby stressing on a more user-centric
approach to design and development of technology [52].
3.2.1 User-Centred Design approach
The four core activities on designing usability according to the International Or-
ganization for Standardization [ISO 13407] on usability [53], (as shown in Figure
3.2) are -
• understand and specify the context of use - identify the need and
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Table 3.1: ISO-13407 activities and system development life cycle
Activity System Development Life Cycle
understand and specify the context of use Requirement analysis
specify the user and organisational requirements Requirement analysis
produce design solutions Design and Implementation
evaluate designs against requirements Testing and Evaluation
context of relevance of the system.
• specify the user and organisational requirements - the actual re-
quirements and the success criteria of the system
• produce design solutions - create innovation solutions in accordance to
the requirements
• evaluate designs against requirements - testing and evaluating the
system.
Each of the above activities can be related to each step of the system development
life cycle (Figure 3.1) and are listed in table 3.1.
User centred design refers to an iterative system development process (as shown
in Figure 3.1) in which the end-users contribute to the design and evaluation.
According to Norman [54] “user-centered design emphasizes that the purpose of
the system is to serve the user, not to use a specific technology, not to be an
elegant piece of programming. The needs of the users should dominate the design
of the interface, and the needs of the interface should dominate the design of the
rest of the system”.
Three of the most popular user centred design methods as listed in Table 3.2
for requirement elicitation are focus groups, questionnaires and interviews. The
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Figure 3.2: Activities of user-centered design
Table 3.2: Comparison UCD methods
Methods Output Sample-size Cost
Focus Groups Non-statistical Low Low
Questionnaires Statistical High Low
Interviews Non-statistical Low High
cost and the sample size of each of this methods are listed in Table 3.2[adapted
from [55]]. Using visual sensors in a behavioural monitoring system for auto-
mated analysis of visual data is a concept that is slowly gaining prominence.
Though visual sensors are increasingly finding their applications in surveillance,
the use visual sensors for monitoring system is relatively new specically when
the system automatically analyzes the visual data into information. Hence to
investigate the context and acceptability of having visual sensors, focus groups
is the most preferred methodology. For example in [56], the authors investigated
the different features of a smart home through focus groups. Also, in [57], in a
comparative study between interviews and focus groups for ensuring acceptability
for behavioural and social interventions, the authors note that the advantage of
focus groups is that it enables the participants in collective brainstorming about
a topic.
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3.2.2 Other Studies exploring Visual Sensors for Moni-
toring
Ensuring privacy and protection of personal data forms an extremely important
bench-mark for the design and implementation of any monitoring technology.
User acceptance is the most critical part specially when the user and the move-
ments would be continuously video-recorded for analysis. Londei et al. [58] in
their study have found out that nearly more than 80% of the participants in their
interviews had a positive response to an intelligent video-based monitoring sys-
tem to detect falls though the participants did make a distinction between image
analysis executed by a computer and the images seen by authorized personnels.
Boise et al. in their study [59] found out that over 72% of participants reported
acceptance of in-home computer-based monitoring and willingness to have data
shared with their doctor or family members. Along with their willingness to a
video monitoring system in [59], around 60% of the participants have expressed
concerns related to privacy or security. Though these studies have investigated
the use of visual sensors or cameras for monitoring, they have mostly been in
context of a specific health condition or for an alert system like fall detection. In
this work, the use of visual sensors for a monitoring system is investigated for a
more general purpose use for behavioural or lifestyle monitoring.
3.3 Methodology
Video-based monitoring is an emerging domain within assisted living research.
The primary aim of the focus group is to understand the attitude of older adults
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and specify the use and context of a video-based monitoring technology. Though
most of the participants had an idea about technology and how it can help us,
most of them were unaware of emerging computer vision applications and how
visual data can be automatically analysed to obtain information. To organize
the discussions, ethical approval was sought from the University and participants
were recruited from local voluntary organizations. Finally, the discussions were
structured in such a way that initially they were given an overview of the moni-
toring technologies and how visual-data based applications are being increasingly
used commercially in the domain of surveillance, entertainment industry etc.
3.3.1 Focus Group as a Qualitative Tool
For a new and emerging concept like video-based monitoring, focus groups are the
most relevant. Focus groups are more like a general discussion where participants
express their opinions spontaneously on a particular topic [60]. Focus groups
are extremely useful to gather opinions and perceptions of people regarding a
particular topic. Focus groups have been used to explore the effects of films
and television programmes within communication studies [61]. They are also
used to study health behaviours and to explore attitudes and needs of employees
within corporate houses. Two of the most obvious limitations of a focus group
are having a dominant participant and unconsciously introducing a moderator’s
bias [62]. However, to understand perspectives and attitudes focus groups are
always the preferred choice because unlike interviews or questionnaires, in focus
group it is the participants who drive the discussion rather than the interviewer.
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3.3.2 Ethical Clearance
Ethical clearance from The University of Sheffield was obtained prior to the study.
The clearance was granted by the review committee (comprised of the reviewers
from The Faculty of Engineering and School of Health and Related Research)
only after carefully examining the application form, the topic guides and the
consent form. The Ethical Clearance application (along with the topic guide and
information sheet) can be found in Appendix E.
3.3.3 Recruit Participants
The participants of the focus groups were recruited from among the members of
the community. Anyone who potentially fulfilled the recruitment criteria were
invited on a first-cum-first basis. No specific expertise, technical knowledge or
disclosure of any medical condition was mandatory. In fact the participants
were encouraged to participate and engage in the discussions based on their
spontaneous feelings of the proposed technology.
3.3.3.1 Inclusion Criteria
Any individual who are above the age of 70 years and are healthy could participate
in the discussions. Participants should enjoy living independently and would be
physically mobile in order to commute to the location of where the focus group
would be held. Participants must be living in the community and were expected
to have adequate English language skills in order to understand and follow the
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instructions. Also the participants had to give consent to being audio-recorded
as a part of the focus group participation.
3.3.3.2 Exclusion Criteria
A potential participant who has any severe medical condition that may affect the
understanding and participation process was excluded. Participants with severe
sensory deficits and visual impairments that cannot be corrected with glasses or
contact lenses to within normal or near normal limits were also excluded from
participation.
3.3.4 Stages of Focus Group Discussions
The different stages of discussion were as follows:
Introduction - this stage was used to introduce the participants to each other
and also lay down the ground rules of the session. The ice-breaker question clearly
revealed that most of the participants were accustomed to technology in some
form or the other; the most common being a mobile phone.
Evolution of monitoring technologies - this stage was used to inform the
participants about the current sensor-based monitoring system. The participants
were also introduced to the idea of how of computer vision algorithms can be
used for a variety of applications by showing them demonstration videos. The
discussion pointers for this stage were:
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• How do you feel about such a technology?
• What do you think about camera-based solutions?
• What are your thoughts about a monitoring technology?
• Do you foresee a video-based solution for a monitoring technology that you
would like to use for yourself or a family member?
Video-based monitoring system - the participants were shown a video of a
prototype software which indicated how active a person is to initiate discussion
about their acceptability and concerns about a video-based monitoring system.
The discussion pointers for this stage were:
• What sort of activities/events should the technology identify?
• Where and how would they like the information (video/health) be stored?
• To whom should the information be disclosed to? With whom should the
control to access the information be with?
Concluding remarks - the participants commented on their experience of par-
ticipating in such a discussion.
All the stages were aided with presentation slides or examples videos or demon-
strations and concluded with discussions among the participants. The selected
participants for the discussions were all retired personnels. The ratio of female
participants to male participants was nearly equal to one. This helped in under-
standing the privacy concerns of a monitoring system across both the genders.
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The discussions were audio-recorded and later transcribed for analysis with the
consent of the participants. The initial analysis provides the overall attitude of
the participants before seeing the prototype video and how it changed after seeing
the prototype video. The presentation shown during the focus group discussions
is presented in Appendix E.
3.4 Thematic Analysis
The data collected from the focus groups were audio-recorded which were later
transcribed for analysis. The data was initially analysed and then further catego-
rized into different themes. Thematic analysis as defined by Braun et al. in [63]
is ”a method for identifying, analysing and reporting patterns within data”. For
gaining acceptance of new ideas, it is very important to understand the existing
attitudes of people [64]. The themes are further categorized as primary outcomes
which involves the main points of discussion and the secondary outcomes which
were discussed as complimentary points.
3.4.1 Initial Analysis
Within the thematic analysis framework, exploring for themes is mainly done
using two approaches, one inductive reasoning and the other deductive reason-
ing. The initial results were encoded from primarily the second stage of the
discussions to get a perspective about how the participants felt about monitoring
technologies. As shown in Table 3.3, though the participants had an understand-
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ing of technology and its wide-spread applications in different domains in the
modern world, there was still hesitations about how actually a camera can be
used for monitoring without actually someone looking into their recorded videos.
After seeing some examples of how computer vision techniques are being increas-
ingly used in some surveillance and other creative industries applications, the
participants slowly gained confidence about the proposed discussion topic. The
participants started to have a better understanding of how a video can be auto-
matically analysed to make out meaningful information without actually someone
seeing the video and slowly started to reflect on the possibility of a video-based
monitoring system which could be useful and helpful. Though there were still
mixed reactions among the participants about video-based monitoring; almost all
participants had examples from their own lives where they have faced multiple
instances where there has been an emergency situation with one or more of their
ageing relatives or themselves. All the participants agreed that if there was a
monitoring system, then the medical services or family could have been alerted
more promptly. Along with referring to these real-life experiences, the partici-
pants were eager to know about the possibilities and advantages of a video-based
system. They were ready to push the boundaries of their individual privacy if a
possibility of independent living in one’s own dwelling exists; as one participants
confidently claimed, “We will get used to it”.
3.4.2 Primary Outcomes
The primary outcomes are the analysis results of the overall participant responses
around which the maximum discussion took place. The commonalities among the
responses of the participants are clustered into the 7 primary themes. Each of the
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Table 3.3: Participants’ responses before seeing the prototype video
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first 2 themes are broken into two sub-themes where the first sub-theme deals with
the attitude of the participants towards a monitoring system while the second
sub-theme focusses on the attitude of the participants towards having a video-
based solution to the monitoring system. The remaining 5 themes mostly focus
on the privacy concerns and their vision of a video-based monitoring system.
3.4.2.1 Theme 1 : Awareness and possibilities
The participants had an understanding of technology and its wide-spread use in
the modern world. They were generally aware about how technology is being
increasingly used in different aspects of one’s daily living.
Sub-theme 1.1 : Technology in our lives
Almost all the participants had real life examples of how they have faced multiple
instances where there has been an emergency situation with one or more of their
ageing relatives or themselves and how it could have helped them if only there was
a monitoring system that could have alerted the medical services or the family
about the emergency. They were aware of sensor-led interactive technologies like
‘Wii’ or how motion-sensors are installed in houses for burglary alarms. Some of
them were even aware of a few wearable technologies or calling buttons that older
adults often use. However, the idea of the possible use of the video-based system
for a monitoring technology was mostly limited to how camera-led technologies
have revolutionized communication and the ease with which one can have video-
conferencing calls using readily available free web-based technologies as noted by
one of the participant “My brother lives in Germany and we got Skype up for my
mother”.
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Sub-theme 1.2 : Cameras are being readily used
Along with the video conferencing technologies, the participants were aware of
the some of the readily available technologies and the fact that CCTVs are com-
monly used for surveillance. The prevalent idea was a camera is there only for
recording videos and someone would be physically watching them as it happens
in most surveillance applications like a concierge of the building society or a
shop. One of the participants inquisitively posed the question, “Who will do the
watching? That gets round to the privacy thing”? regarding using a camera for
monitoring. From such a viewpoint, the idea of having a camera within their
homes and continuous monitoring of activities was not readily appreciated. Once
the participants were confident that the camera is being essentially used to cap-
ture abstracted visual information of the scene for monitoring, the participants
became comfortable with the idea with one of the participants claiming, “I was
a bit sceptical initially, but now I think that this is a good idea”. They were
particularly interested if the technology could issue an alert during an emergency
when the user or the monitored person would not be in a position to call for help.
However, there were still concerns about how reliable the software is and whether
it can be trusted completely for monitoring scenarios.
3.4.2.2 Theme 2 : Independence and safety
Participants expressed a strong desire for independent living and wanted to live
in their own homes for as long as possible but they were concerned about their
safety as well.
Sub-theme 2.1 : Independent and safe living
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One of the participants claimed that one of the downside of a wearable technology
is when one would have a visitor, the tendency is to take it off because “she did
not want to be seen to be dependent”. There was a particular dislike for wearable
technologies as most of them pointed out that the fundamental disadvantage of
having a wearable is often the user has forgotten to wear the technology and
eventually could not alert anybody during an emergency. Another participant
recalled how a relative was “determined to live in her house” even though she
had multiple falls and injuries. This person did not like any carer or a wear-
able technology because of the fear that someone else would be taking decisions
for the individual which would overall affect the individual’s independent living.
However, there was a genuine concern about how safe one is while living inde-
pendently, as one participant recalled an incident about his wife (who was also
participating in the discussions) saying, “she collapsed with stroke a few years
ago and lay there for like 12 hours before anyone found out”.
Sub-theme 2.2 : Safety or privacy
Family members and often individuals themselves see the need of safety as paramount
importance especially when one is living alone. A participant recalled about an
old relative who had multiple falls but was “too proud to call for help”. All the
participants agreed that a monitoring system should make the monitored person
feel safe. The participants agreed that to feel safe for themselves or their fam-
ily members, they were ready to strike a balance with safety being a priority as
compared to privacy. Commenting on the intrusive nature of the visual data and
having cameras for a monitoring technology, one of the participants commented,
“most of the surveillance at the moment, there is somebody sitting in front of
the screen looking at it, whereas in this case, it is the computer interpreting it”.
This comment about cameras monitoring an individual was further supported
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by another participant who very aptly claimed that “One might feel that it may
invade your privacy. It is about striking a balance between privacy and safety”.
Having a monitoring system in place would not only support independent living
but also provide a safe living environment by possibly triggering an alarm to alert
the concerned authorities during an emergency. Along with this, a monitoring
system should also be able to keep a continuous log of daily living and well-being.
“I think I want to be independent and be on my own. So this would be perfect to
have somebody to keep an eye on me”.
3.4.2.3 Theme 3 : Handling the information
Visual data can be intrusive and should be treated with confidentiality. How-
ever, when the participants realised that there would be just number or statistics
extracted from the videos for automated analysis instead of the videos, the par-
ticipants were more eager to accept such a system. The participants were not too
concerned about how the analysis is done by a computer as long as the software
is trust-worthy and well evaluated. Most of them were concerned about where
the information would be stored, as in locally in their own homes or on a central
server. There were mixed opinions about the location of the storage of data.
Some preferred to store all information locally while a few were fine with the
information being transmitted to a central server as long as they are confident
that they are safe. Some believed that the carers should have a first access of the
information while some expressed that they are much more comfortable with the
family having the first hand access to the information. They were particularly
concerned about whom the alerts would be issued in case of an emergency. All the
participants readily agreed that a holistic monitoring system should be connected
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to some sort of an emergency service which can be alerted at the earliest.
3.4.2.4 Theme 4 : Granularity of information
There was a common agreement among all the participants that an abstracted
form of processed visual data is much more acceptable for analysis than raw
images or videos. Processed information and health data should be securely
stored and revealed only to the person assigned by the monitored individual.
There should be different levels of abstraction of the information, according to
the understanding and the expertise of the person viewing the information. For
example, if the appointed person is the carer or a family member, then having
an overall behavioural profile of daily living with high level information should
be enough; “The hierarchy should allow the individual being monitored and a
person/kin approved by that individual to have control over all data”. On the
other hand, the profile should not contain very specific information like what they
have been eating, or specifically what the person has been doing. In some cases,
the participants expressed that recording some form of the raw data is valid for
post investigation specially in very special cases when the family members want to
find out when and how a particular emergency has happened for post-diagnosis.
3.4.2.5 Theme 5 : Where and what should be monitored
The participants realized that for an overall monitoring system, there should be
at least a single camera in each of the rooms within the house. While most of
them were happy to have a camera in their kitchen and living room, some of
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them wanted the system to monitor individuals all over the house including the
bedroom. They wanted that the system should be able to cover most part of the
home where an emergency is likely to occur. Concerns were raised particularly in
moving around from one place to another and climbing stairs. There was a de-
tailed discussion regarding if cameras should be placed within bathrooms. While
one participant suggested that having a camera even in the toilet is acceptable;
another one suggested that “if you have got it outside and it knows that the person
is likely to appear within half an hour and if that person has not appeared, then
probably there is a problem”. The participants were more comfortable if the data
is pre-processed and only certain abstracted visual information are extracted for
analysis, with one participant commenting, “Since you store only abstract infor-
mation and not the actual footage, one being monitored in the toilet shouldn’t be
a problem. Its only our idea of privacy needs to be changed”. The concept of
monitoring higher abstracted information as opposed to actually identifying ac-
tivities found greater acceptance though a few of them were comfortable with the
system identifying what activity the monitored person is actually undertaking.
3.4.2.6 Theme 6 : Access Control
All the participants wanted some sort of control over the technology that would be
monitoring them. Everyone defended their individual priority of having control
over how the information is stored and to whom it is made available to. Contin-
uous monitoring for a healthy living is acceptable as long as it is a “free choice”.
Initially, the participants expressed a desire for a control mechanism which could
be used to switch on and off the technology. However, it is fascinating to note
that they reached to the conclusion that having a switch is not a very good idea.
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It would re-iterate the problems of a wearable technology where “You switch it
off and forget”. Another participant also pointed out that “It is possible to allow
the individuals to turn the system off, but here must be some sort of alarm system
to make the concerned people aware that the system had been turned off ”.
3.4.2.7 Theme 7 : Different needs of different people
The participants did not want a system that they would need to adapt to. There
were strong opinions as to how different people live differently and function dif-
ferently. Interventions with technology which would affect their usual way of life
is not an accepted proposition. They wanted the system where it would be pos-
sible that the technology is “tailored to the individual” choice and preference of
individuals. For a monitoring system, there cannot be a ‘one-fits-all’ solution. To
learn the behavioural patterns of an individual, one of the participants pointed
out that, “Before setting up the technology in somebody’s home, there would be
period of individual monitoring” and hence the choices of the particular individ-
ual can be learnt by the system then. The system should be personalized to such
an extent that it can be updated from time to time according to the preference
of the monitored individual.
3.4.3 Secondary Outcomes
The secondary outcomes were not the main pointers of discussion. The secondary
outcomes are themes which organically developed as an offshoot to the previous
themes. Though there were not much discussions on these themes, they formed
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an essential attribute towards how older adults perceive and accept a monitoring
technology.
3.4.3.1 Theme 8 : Terminology makes a difference
The terms and definitions we assign with such a technology have an effect on
how people react to it and accept it. As one of the participants responded to a
fellow participant’s concern about intrusion by saying “this is monitoring, it is
not surveillance, thats incredible” clearly reflects how people’s perception changes
with certain terminologies. Also a lot of participants could relate to a camera-
based solution for a safe environment but they strongly felt that having a camera
at home relays a sense of intrusion and surveillance. The term ‘visual sensor’ was
a more unobtrusive synonym for them.
3.4.3.2 Theme 9 : Legal drivers for such a technology
There was a particular concern among the participants regarding the legal over-
heads of such a technology. The concern was mostly about the information that
is captured and stored in the computer and who would have access to such infor-
mation in case the user is not in a position to make a decision about one’s own
well-being. As one participant pointed out “in some cases, people are stubborn”,
and leaving the technology at their control may have potential risks. The par-
ticipants overall expressed a desire for video-based monitoring given the ethical,
social and legal overheads are critically reviewed and it should be “implemented
with informed consent”.
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3.4.3.3 Theme 10 : Economic Cost
Though the economics of such a technology was not discussed in detail, the
participants did bring up the topic of the cost of such a technology. They wanted
to find out whether such a technology should be self-acquired or should be a part
of the overall social welfare provided by the state. While they assumed that such
a technology would potentially be a very expensive acquisition, they also realized
that with time the cost is bound to come down as pointed out by a participant,
“Its like the price of computers”.
3.4.4 Discussions
The participants had a positive attitude towards monitoring technologies and al-
most all the participants saw potential scope of using a camera for a monitoring
technology. They do not mind the movements being captured by a visual-sensor
as long as there is an assurance of safety and what a monitoring technology does.
Though there were mixed reactions among the participants about video-based
monitoring; they were in unison about the usefulness of such a technology. The
prototype examples of how computer vision techniques are being increasingly
used in some surveillance and other creative industries applications, their initial
hesitations to a camera-based monitoring system gave way to a more accept-
ing view of such a system when they realized that the videos captured by the
camera are not recorded but analysed automatically by a computer-based algo-
rithm. Even though visual data is very contextual and extremely sensitive, the
participants realize that probably they are always under surveillance owing to the
CCTV cameras in shops and public spaces and they are extremely positive about
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using these evolving technologies to provide them with a better and independent
living condition. “If one has a control over the kind of activities being monitored
then there is no problem”.
In the analysis of the focus group discussions, the three key concluding points
were:
• everyone values their independence and given a choice would like to continue
to live in their own homes
• safety and security is of paramount importance with an option for individual
choice of the amount of intrusion
• monitoring technologies should be personalized according to the needs of
individual users.
By the end of the discussions, the participants were eager to know more about
the possibilities and advantages of a video-based system. As mentioned by Strof
et al. in [65], a threshold accuracy of 80% is needed in recognizing the activities
of daily living (ADLs) to detect for long term conditions among older adults. The
participants were ready to push the boundaries of their individual privacy if there
is a possibility of independent living in one’s own dwelling, with one participants
confidently claiming, “We will get used to it”.
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Figure 3.3: 4A’s model
3.5 A 4A’s model for Video-based Lifestyle Mon-
itoring
The proposed 4A’s model as shown in Figure 3.3is a generic model for a visual-
sensor based monitoring technology. Each of the four main blocks of the model is
detailed in the following 4 subsections. Following the descriptions of the 4 main
blocks, a more granular level representation of the model is presented. The 4As
model is loosely inspired from the analysis of the focus group discussions and the
non-visual sensor based model proposed in [66] and [67].
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3.5.1 Acquisition
The choice and the positioning of the acquisition sensors are of paramount im-
portance for a monitoring system. The detection envelope should be such that
it covers maximum information from within the room and about the user. The
acquisition sensors can be divided into two broad categories, one which mon-
itors the user acquiring details of occupancy, movements, interaction with the
environment while the other can be information about the ambient environment.
3.5.1.1 Components
Along with monitoring the activity or activity patterns of an individual, it is also
necessary to collect and monitor that ambient parameters for living environment.
Ambient parameters like temperature, air quality are essential for a healthy and
safe living and should also have a functionality to issue alerts in cases of emer-
gency. For a complete monitoring system, one or more sensors are required in
multiple locations. There should be an intelligent switch board which would act
like a control hub capable of controlling the activation and deactivation of the
sensors based on the location the user is currently occupying. A central hub for
controlling the system is required for not only saving energy but also to override
manual interventions when needed. As it has been observed in the participants’
responses in the focus group, that the users would prefer a control over switching
the technology on or off but would also like to have a overriding reminder or alert
system which would be activated in case an user switches off the technology and
forgets about it thereby making the user vulnerable.
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3.5.1.2 Output
Data captured from various types of sensors are mostly different types of sig-
nals/electric impulses. These signals need to be sorted and organized into mean-
ingful data which can be analysed into relevant information. For a visual-sensor
based system, this would be raw images.
3.5.2 Abstraction
The abstraction layer is used for abstracting out the relevant data from the signals
acquired in the acquisition layer. This layer is mostly used to pre-process, sort
and aggregate data which can be manually or automatically analysed for more
meaningful information about one’s living.
3.5.2.1 Input
The input to the abstraction layer is raw signals over a certain period of time.
In case of visual sensors, it is images or videos while for the non-visual sensors it
would be the sensor firing details.
3.5.2.2 Components
Privacy is of utmost importance for a video-based monitoring system. From the
focus group discussions, it was evident that a monitoring system should be for a
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Figure 3.4: Abstraction Layer
better lifestyle and not be like surveillance. Video-data can be anonymized using
contours, avatars, 3D models, motion-map etc. An example of an anonymized
video feed is shown in Figure 3.4. All the participants of the focus groups were
ready to accept having a camera at home as long as they had a greater control of
the technology and their identity being revealed only to authorized personnels.
3.5.2.3 Output
The data generated in this layer after the primary pre-processing of the raw
images can be used as observational data to learn patterns of one’s behaviour.
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The observational data are mostly for visual analysis experts and health service
researchers for co-relating activity patterns and health status and also to develop
generic behavioural models.
3.5.3 Analysis
The analysis unit is the technology which processes and analyses the data into
information. The amount of analysis needed depends on the architecture of the
previous unit. For unprocessed, raw footage this unit would need sufficient com-
putational power to process and analyse the raw video. However, if a portion of
the pre-processing is already done in the previous unit, then this unit only needs
to analyse the processed data.
3.5.3.1 Input
The input to this layer is the extracted data from the previous layer. This data is
then analysed using manual or computerized techniques to give meaningful infor-
mation. The analysis can yield trend-lines of the pattern of activity undertaken
or can be definitive recognition of activities or activity levels.
3.5.3.2 Components
One of the common behavioural patterns which can be monitored using a moni-
toring technology in an ambient assisted living environment is the mobility pat-
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tern. Keeping the participant’s responses in mind and the need for having a more
abstracted information of daily activities, this unit processes the abstracted data
into meaningful information. For this work, a new metric named activity level
has been defined (more details in Chapter 4). Activity Levels collected over a
period of time is indicative of one’s behaviour profile. The profile could be daily,
weekly or monthly depending on the choice and needs of the individual user. The
profile thus generated can be a part of the observational information the health-
service researchers can use for behaviour analysis and identifying trends of one’s
behaviour.
The meaningful information in this layer can also be used to detect events. An
event can be defined as any occurrence which doesn’t fall in the normal trend of
one’s living. It can be an anomalous activity level, or any anomalous recording
of the ambient parameters or appliance usages from time to time.
3.5.3.3 Output
The output of this layer is the observational information which can be used by
carers to know about the health status and previous records of the user.
3.5.4 Assistance
The two principal stakeholders in a monitoring system are the monitored person
(user) and their respective family or carer. The assistance layer has multiple
functionality in providing a safe and independent living environment. It can
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act as a simple reminder service for medication or other activities for the user.
Alternatively, it can also host information about the behavioural patterns of
an individual derived from the previous layers. This layer can also be used to
generate alerts during an emergency (like falls/deviant activity) for which an
active assistance is needed. For non-emergency situations, assistance can be
provided passively in the form of remote support.
3.5.5 A Granular representation of the 4A’s model for
Lifestyle Monitoring
The 4A’s model is a high level representation of a video-based monitoring sys-
tem. However, to continuously monitor an individual for a longer period of time,
a overall lifestyle monitoring system is needed. “Lifestyle monitoring systems
constitute a sub-set within the wider and more general model of telecare which set
out to provide information on a monitored individual’s behaviour patterns” [68].
The telecare systems currently being used are mostly responsive systems which
respond to an emergency only after it has occurred and help has been asked for.
However with the increase in the elderly population and better living condition,
we would be needing the predictive monitoring system which would enable to
predict the possible emergency situation by keeping a record and automatically
analysing the behavioural patterns of an individual. The goal of a lifestyle mon-
itoring also referred as behavioural monitoring can be broadly defined as moni-
toring the activities or actions of an individual in their daily living to develop a
personalized behavioural profile. Based on the 4As model, a detailed model for
lifestyle monitoring is shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Visual sensor based Lifestyle Monitoring System Architecture
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3.5.5.1 Main Components
• Activity Level Calculator: The activity level calculator estimates the
activity levels and maintains a record of the user in the ‘ActDB’. In this
work, the estimation of activity levels using visual data is presented.
• Fall Detector: Older adults are most prone to falls. Hence a fall detector
is essential for any monitoring system which has a vision for providing a
safe and secure environment.
• Event Detector: This works in conjecture with the activity level moni-
toring to detect for events or complex activities. It fuses visual information
about the user along with the various ambient parameters. It also takes
information from the appliance usage monitoring service to obtain more rel-
evant context of the event, thereby predicting the event occurred correctly.
3.5.5.2 Additional Components
These are additional components which can be connected to the system based on
the requirements of the monitoring technology.
• Physiological monitoring: It comprises of a physiological monitor and
a database for monitoring and recording of information.
• Appliance usage monitoring: This is to monitor the usage of the dif-
ferent appliances within the dwelling. With a prior knowledge about the
position and the marker of each appliance, the usage can be effectively
monitored and controlled.
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• Multi-modal setup: For a multi-modal setup within the assisted envi-
ronment, an intelligent switch is needed which would control the switching
on and off of the relevant camera/visual sensor.
3.5.5.3 Databases
There are two types of database in the architecture. One is suffixed as ‘DB’ and
the other as ‘Db’. The main difference between these two is the ones suffixed with
‘Db’ do not contain any information about the users. The type and sensitivity
of information within the databases are listed in Table 3.4 and the description is
listed below-
• MasterDB: This is the master database containing the complete record of
the user. This database is updated by fusing the information from the three
component databases (PhyDB, ActDB, EventDB). From this database, one
can analyse and deduce the behavioural patterns of an individual. The user
profile report is created on the basis of this database. Direct access to this
database can be given only to authorized personnels.
• PhyDB: Contains physiological information of the user. There are several
commercially available devices for monitoring blood pressure, glucose count,
diabetics and other information. This database is updated through the
‘Physiological Monitor’ to keep a daily record of the user. The information
of this database can be viewed with the ‘self-management interface’
• ActDB: Contains the activity level information of the user. It also stores
information about the different postures of the user. It is updated and
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Table 3.4: Database description
Database
Name
Information
Type
Information
Sensitivity
MasterDB Behavioural Information High
PhyDB Physiological Health data High
ActDB Activity Information Medium
EventDB Events Information High
AmbDb Ambient parameters Low
AppDb Appliance Low
accessed by the trend matching component. Based on the previous records,
the technology continuously learns about the various trends of the user
thereby adapting the baseline for an alert from time to time.
• EventDB: Contains information about the various events within the dwelling.
It is updated and accessed by the ‘event trend matching’ component. It
contains not only user information but also other information about the
appliance usage and ambient parameters.
• AmbDb: Contains information about the ambient parameters like temper-
ature, amount of carbon-dioxide in the air, smoke in the room etc. Most of
these information are gathered from various sensors for safety living. Infor-
mation from this database is continuously fed into the ‘Event detector’.
• AppDb: Most of the information in this database is priori knowledge. This
database is set-up during system installation with information about the
position of furnitures, markers on appliances/doors, unsafe regions of the
house. Information from this database is continuously accessed by the
‘Marker Identification and Selection’ component for appliance usage moni-
toring.
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3.5.5.4 Interfaces
• Self-management: This interface is used by the user. It provides graphi-
cal representation of the physiological information and the activity levels of
the user. This interface can also act as an reminder service for medication
or other activities for the user.
• Profile: This provides information about the generated user profile from
the ‘profile generator’. This interface has multi-access controls depending
on whether the family, carer of health personnel is viewing the profile in-
formation. Since the profile generated is from the MasterDB, it might also
contain very specific health-information that can be deciphered or under-
stood only by trained professionals. This interface can also be web-based.
• Alert: This is the interface which is invoked when there is a need of as-
sistance to the user. The alert generated can be an emergency situation
where active assistance is needed immediately for the user (in case of a
fall or deviant event). For non-emergency situations like a deviant activity
level, assistance can be provided passively in the form of remote support.
Most of the interface is web-based and triggers a relevant alarm depending
of the situation.
3.6 Summary
The use of visual sensors for automatic analysis in lifestyle monitoring systems is
an evolving research area and has not been investigated widely. While traditional
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Table 3.5: Interface Table
Interface
Name
Front-end Back-end
Self-management
Users /
patients
Physiological monitor,
profile generator
Profile
Family,
carers,
health personnel
Profile
generator
Alert
Family,
carers,
health personnel
Fall
detector,
activity trend matching,
event trend matching
PIR sensors have often been used for this purpose, visual sensors offer more
context to the data obtained as visual data is much richer than usual sensor
firings. However, it must also be noted that visual data along with contextually
rich, is also extremely sensitive. Moreover, most studies involving visual sensors
have mostly been alert systems or used for observational purposes with manual
annotating of activities. This is one of the first studies which explores the use of
visual sensors for monitoring system for automatically estimating activity level by
analysing different visual features. This is done through focus groups, the analysis
of which reveals the context of acceptance of visual sensors for monitoring but also
have pointed out certain concerns with the granularity of the information that
is obtained from the visual data. In the analysis of the focus group discussions,
it was concluded that there is a growing acceptance of video-based monitoring
subjected to the understanding of the intrusion levels.
Following the results of the focus group discussions a generic model of visual
sensor-based monitoring system is presented. The generic 4As model has a high-
level representation as well as a granular level representation. While each of the
components of the granular level model would require an in-depth study and
evaluation, in this thesis, the focus has been on the design and development of
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the activity level detector in context of the movement monitor. Activity Level
as metric for measurement of busyness of an individual from visual data has
not been investigated before. While the participants preferred for a higher level
of abstracted information about their activities when measured with a visual
sensor, there is no reference as to what constitutes an activity level in terms
busyness. This thesis first defines activity level through a visual perception test;
the results of which are presented in Chapter 4 along with a novel dataset for
activity level estimation. Following the definitions of the activity different pixel-
based image features are evaluated for activity level estimation; the results of
which are presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4
Visual Sensor-based Activity
Level : Definitions and Dataset
In the previous chapter, the context of use and acceptability of a video-based
system for assisted living is analysed through focus group discussions. While
the context of information obtained from visual data is high, the sensitivity and
privacy concerns for a visual information have their own set of challenges. The
work in this chapter is to define a metric to measure the busyness of an individual
estimated with a visual-sensor and also propose the Sheffield Activities of Daily
Living dataset as a novel dataset for activity level estimation.
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4.1 Introduction
Within computer vision literature, there is a fair bit of ambiguity over the defi-
nitions of an action and an activity. Conceptually an action and an activity are
similar to each other but in health service, an action is often referred to as a sim-
ple activity like opening a door, turning the oven on or falling whereas activity
refers to complex sequences such as cleaning a room or cooking. Action can be
defined as a derivative of an activity or conversely it can be said that an activity
is made up of several primitive actions.
As shown in Figure 4.1, according to Chaaraoui et al. in [1], human behaviour
modelling is about a higher level of semantic understanding of an individual’s
activities or actions. For older adults, these activities usually refer to the Ac-
tivites of Daily Living (ADL). ADLs (Activities of Daily Living) are categorized
into BADLs (Basic Activities of Daily Living) like bathing, dressing etc. and
IADLs (Instrumental Activities of Daily Living) like housework, shopping etc.
The BADLs are about fundamental functions of one’s living whereas the IADLs
tell us more about independent survival [17].
While ADL is the preferred proxy for measuring physical activity among older
adults, recognizing activities through a visual sensor may be intrusive. One of
the themes of the focus group analysis (Theme 4) emphasized on the need for
granularity of information for a monitoring system. Hence, there is a need for a
metric which has a higher level of abstraction and not intrusive. In this chapter,
activity level is introduced as a metric for measuring the busyness of an individual
using visual-sensors. The only study that could be found in the literature using
activity levels based on movement of individuals was non-visual sensor-based done
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Figure 4.1: Human Behaviour analysis tasks classification - left as proposed in [1];
right as proposed by the author
by Curone et al. in [69]. Hence, the definitions of the activity levels are re-defined
using a subjective visual perception evaluation. Along with the definitions, a
novel dataset is also proposed for activity level estimation. No other publicly
available activity recognition dataset have been annotated using the results of
a subjective evaluation based on visual perception. The rest of the chapter is
arranged as follows, section 4.2 reviews the various available activity recognition
datasets proposed as work done within assisted living. Section 4.3 consists of
the definitions of activity levels for visual-sensor based estimation. Section 4.4
contains the details of the proposed Sheffield Activities of Daily Living (SADL)
Dataset. Finally, a summary of the chapter is presented in section 4.5.
The definitions of activity level for visual-sensor based estimation and the SADL
dataset were first proposed in C1 of 1.1.4.1
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4.2 Review of Available Datasets for Activity
Recognition within Assisted Living
With the growing interest in computer vision research, there are a number of
datasets available to solve different types of problems. Within the action recog-
nition domain, there are a number of datasets that have been proposed over the
last decade. Three of the most popular datasets often used for bench-marking of
algorithms are the KTH dataset, the Weizmann dataset and the Caviar dataset.
The KTH dataset was proposed by Schuldt et al. in [70] and comprises of 25
subjects performing 6 different actions (walking, jogging, running, boxing, hand
waving and hand clapping) in 4 different scenarios which are mostly outdoor.
The Weizmaan dataset first proposed in [71] and later updated in [72] also con-
sisted of 10 actions like run, walk, skip etc. performed by 9 actors captured in
extremely low resolutions. While both theses datasets had only a single actor
in each of the sequences, the Caviar dataset [73] has one or more actors within
a sequence carrying out actions like walking, browsing, fighting etc. in mostly
outdoor locations. Apart from these datasets, some of the activity recognition
datasets introduced within the realm of assisted living are discussed later in this
subsection.
4.2.1 URADL dataset
The University of Rochester Activities of Daily Living Dataset proposed by Mess-
ing et al. in [34] is one of the earliest activity recognition dataset with a focus
of monitoring activities of daily living, and is widely used as a benchmarking
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dataset for activity recognition. In the dataset, there are 10 activities simulated
by 5 actors within a lab environment. The bottom part of the actor’s body is
always occluded and all the activities are simulated thrice by the same actor. The
position of the actor is fixed for most activities. The most notable flaw of this
dataset is that in some of the dataset videos, there is a blurring effect. The videos
in this dataset has a resolution of 1280× 720 pixels with a frame acquisition rate
of 30 frames per second (fps) and is one of the high definition dataset available
at the moment.
4.2.2 TUM Kitchen Activity Action dataset
This dataset was proposed by Tenorth et al. in [74]. The dataset consists of a
single complex activity of preparing table comprising of component activities like
taking utensils out of a cupboard, laying the table etc. The videos are captured
with four fixed overhead cameras with a resolution of 384 × 288 pixels. Along
with the RGB video data, there is also sensor data from the Radio-frequency
Identification (RFID) tag readings of the three fixed readers within the environ-
ment.
4.2.3 MSR Action dataset
The MSRDailyActivity3D dataset proposed by Wang et al. in [36] is created in
a controlled lab environment. It has 16 activities by 10 subjects undertaken in a
lab environment. All the activities are carried out in a standing as well as sitting
posture. The activities are captured using the Kinect camera and hence as an
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extra channel of depth information along with the RGB channels. Within the
dataset, there are a few unrealistic scenarios like using a laptop while standing or
the activity ‘sit still’ in standing posture. Another major flaw in this dataset is
even though there is a depth map for each of the activity, the RGB video and the
depth map are recorded independently and so they are not synchronized. Also,
to compensate for the distance restriction of a Kinect sensor, all the activities
are performed very near to the sensor.
4.2.4 Senior Home Monitoring dataset
One of the most extensive and real life dataset is the Senior Home Monitoring
dataset proposed by Cheng et al. in [35]. The dataset is collected over a period of
4 months within the dwellings of the elderly subjects. There are 6 elderly subjects
in the dataset performing 9 different activities like eating, sleeping, drinking etc.
Though this dataset is extremely extensive and contains a huge amount of data,
it is not very good to test algorithms. Also, the subjects are often assisted by
carers in carrying out the activities. These sort of dataset can be effectively used
for observational purposes.
4.2.5 MPII Cooking Activities dataset
The MPII Cooking Activities dataset proposed by Rohrbach et al. in [75] focusses
mainly on cooking activities. The database is created within a kitchen where
different actions with respect to cooking are simulated. There are about 65
different classes of activities like cut slicing, pouring etc. performed by 12 actors
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in the dataset, captured from a single fixed camera. The resolution of the videos
is 1624 × 1224 with an acquisition rate of 29.4 frames per second (fps). This
dataset is not freely available and is licensed to be used only by the researchers
within the institute where it has been created.
4.2.6 Discussions
The motivation for the research is to help promote independent living among
older adults. Some of the activities mentioned in the above mentioned datasets
are not activities of daily living. The rest can be classified as Activities of Daily
Living but they are non-representative of the different types of activities. Apart
from Senior Home Monitoring Dataset, all the remaining datasets are synthetic
datasets simulated under controlled environment with the actor often facing the
camera. In all the synthetic datasets, apart from the MPII Cooking Activities
Dataset, most of the activities are carried out facing the camera which does not
mimic an ideal assisted living scenario. Also, the ground-truth of all the datasets
are annotated for activity recognition rather than activity level estimation.
4.3 Activity Level - a metric to measure the
busyness of an individual
Hine et al. in [76] states that the activities of a person are indicative of his
well-being precursors as well as predictive of his well-being outcomes; further
elaborating that monitoring of one’s daily living should be about visualizing ac-
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tivities at different levels of granularity. According to Gil et al. in [18] there are
two basic approaches to measure activities of daily living of older adults -
• Monitoring the ADLs by looking at specific activities.
• Measuring the activity or busyness of an individual.
While the first option can be directly referred to as activity recognition, activity
level estimation refers to the second option.
Figure 4.2: Human Behaviour analysis tasks - classification (proposed)
Usual activity recognition has its advantages, but for a visual sensor-based mon-
itoring technology, identifying specific activities undertaken in one’s daily living
can be intrusive and can lead to privacy concerns. Hence instead of recognizing
a specific activity, activity level as a measure of estimating busyness is proposed
which would give us enough information about the amount and type of activity
an individual has undertaken.
Figure 4.3 shows the work-flow that has been adopted to establish the definitions
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Figure 4.3: Work-flow for this chapter
of activity levels. Activity levels can be defined as groups of ADLs which represent
the amount of movement undertaken by an individual in carrying out an activity.
It is a measure of the amount of activity one has undertaken. An accurate measure
of activity levels over a longer period of time would help model the behavioural
pattern of an individual as shown in Figure 4.2. The definitions of the different
activity levels are based on the study done by Curone et al. in [69], where the
authors use a tri-axial accelerometer to determine activities and posture. From
the study, it is evident that activity levels can be an effective indicator that
would denote the amount of busyness of an individual. These type of definitions
are further used by Atallah et al. in [?] to categorize activities using a ear-worn
wearable accelerometer into 4 classes.
Inspired by the study by Curone et al., the four classes of activity levels were
initially defined as follows -
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• No - No movement at all
• Low - Minor movement with no change in position within the room
• Medium - Minor movement with a change in position within the room
• High - Major change in position within the room.
Since these 4 categories of activity level were obtained using a wearable sensor,
they need to be re-validated for a visual sensor based solution. The validation
for these different activity levels were done through a subjective evaluation where
videos of activities of daily living were shown and the respondents had to mark
the correct activity level.
4.3.1 Dataset for Subjective Evaluation
The dataset for the subjective evaluation was created in two different living rooms
denoted by ‘Living Room A’ and ‘Living Room B’ (Figure 4.4). ‘Living Room A’
was kept under artificial lighting while ‘Living Room B’ was kept under natural
lighting. There were 3 subjects carrying out 4 activities like walking within the
room, watching television, reading a book and ironing. As shown in Table 4.1
these activities were grouped into 4 classes of activity Levels based on the defi-
nition stated in subsection 4.3. The activities were captured at 30 fps and each
video was 5 seconds long. There were 48 videos created for this dataset. The
activities were Standing, Walking, Ironing, Reading and Sitting.
It must also be mentioned that in some scenarios, while standing, the actors were
not still and was involved in moving one or more parts of their body.
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Table 4.1: Activity Table for initial dataset
Activity Activity Level
Walking around High
Ironing and Medium
Reading or Low
Watching Television No
Figure 4.4: Living Rooms for the initial dataset
4.3.2 Subjective Evaluation Results
The results from the subjective evaluation were used to validate the definitions
of the activity levels obtained from existing literature and were tuned for a visual
sensor-based solution. The respondents were instructed to label the videos based
on what they thought the activity level of the actor would be based on the amount
of movement undertaken to carry out the activity based on the definition for each
activity level (as defined in subsection 4.3). The responses were collected through
a web-based form and are listed in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. Each of the tables
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Table 4.2: Percentage responses for each video in Living Room A
Video No. Activity No Low Medium High Final Label
1 Walking 0 8.33 25 66.67 High
2 Watching 8.33 83.33 8.33 0 Low
3 Watching 16.67 83.33 0 0 Low
4 Walking 0 0 41.67 58.33 High
5 Watching 16.67 75 8.33 0 Low
6 Walking 0 0 33.33 66.67 High
7 Walking 0 0 25 75 High
8 Walking 0 0 33.33 66.67 High
9 Watching 8.33 91.67 0 0 Low
10 Reading 8.33 91.67 0 0 Low
11 Walking 0 8.33 83.33 8.33 Medium
12 Walking 0 16.67 75 8.33 Medium
show the percentage responses for each video which is computed by:
Responsepercentage =
Number of respondents marking a particular activity level
Total number of respondents
X100
(4.1)
The final label is assigned to a video based on the vote of majority. It can
be seen that while there was a majority vote in most of the videos, there are
some ambiguous labels. For example for video number 27 and 29, the label is
undecided as the responses were equally spilt between High and Medium activity
levels. In these two video, the whole subject is not visible and only a part of the
upper body is visible. Though by human reasoning, one can establish that the
individual is walking, some respondents thought that there is not enough motion
present in the scene and hence labelled it as Medium activity level. In video
36, the activity level is marked as low by all the respondents. Even though the
activity is sitting, the actor in the video continuously moves his legs or hands
which in visual perception is considered to be active. A similar example is seen
in video number 15 and 33 where the actor is standing but moving the hands. A
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graphical representation of the percentages are shown in Figure 4.5.
The results of the subjective evaluation revealed that the boundaries of the differ-
ent activity levels are fluid and depend on one’s understanding of the definitions.
The boundaries of the activity levels were not well-defined and differed from user
to user based on perception. For example, a couple of respondents did not agree
with the term No activity level as according to them even if there is no movement
(like reading, watching television etc.), it is still an activity undertaken.
Figure 4.5: Percentage responses for each video
However, taking the vote of majority, the proportion of agreement among the
respondents are shown by a pie-chart [Figure 4.6]. The proportion of agreement
for most of the videos were over 60%. From the results, the feedback from the
respondents, the activity levels for a visual sensor were re-defined and these def-
initions were used to annotate the ground of the SADL dataset.
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Table 4.3: Percentage responses for each video in Living Room B
Video No. Activity No Low Medium High Final Label
13 Reading 8.33 91.67 0 0 Low
14 Walking 0 0 66.67 33.33 Medium
15 Standing 0 58.33 41.67 0 Low
16 Walking 0 8.33 66.67 25 Medium
17 Sitting 8.33 91.67 0 0 Low
18 Sitting 25 75 0 0 Low
19 Reading 0 100 0 0 Low
20 Reading 8.33 91.67 0 0 Low
21 Reading 100 0 0 0 No
22 Walking 0 16.67 50 33.33 Medium
23 Sitting 25 75 0 0 Low
24 Sitting 58.33 41.67 0 0 No
25 Walking 0 0 41.67 58.33 High
26 Walking 0 0 58.33 41.67 Medium
27 Walking 0 0 50 50 Undecided
28 Walking 0 8.33 50 41.67 Medium
29 Walking 0 0 50 50 Undecided
30 Walking 0 0 66.67 33.33 Medium
31 Walking 0 0 66.67 33.33 Medium
32 Standing 0 8.33 75 16.67 Medium
33 Standing 0 75 25 0 Low
34 Ironing 0 66.67 16.67 16.67 Low
35 Walking 0 0 8.33 91.67 High
36 Sitting 0 100 0 0 Low
37 Walking 0 8.33 41.67 50 Medium
38 Walking 0 25 66.67 8.33 Medium
39 Sitting 0 83.33 16.67 0 Low
40 Reading 0 83.33 16.67 0 Low
41 Reading 0 25 50 25 Medium
42 Ironing 0 91.67 8.33 0 Low
43 Walking 0 0 33.33 66.67 High
44 Walking 0 8.33 50 41.67 High
45 Walking 0 0 16.67 83.33 High
46 Sitting 75 25 0 0 No
47 Sitting 8.33 91.67 0 0 Low
48 Walking 0 0 66.67 33.33 Medium
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Table 4.4: Summarized Percentage responses for each activity
Living Room Activity
Activity Level
No Low Medium High
A
Walking 0 0 28.6 71.4
Watching 0 100 0 0
Reading 0 100 0 0
B
Ironing 0 100 0 0
Sitting 25 75 0 0
Standing 33.3 66.7 0 0
Walking 0 0 58.8 29.4
Reading 16.7 66.6 16.7 0
Figure 4.6: The distribution of amount of agreement among the respondents
4.3.3 Activity Levels for Visual-Sensor based solutions
Activity level is a representation of the amount of movement undertaken by an in-
dividual in carrying out the activities of daily living. For this work, activity level
refers to only physical activity and no other physiological measure. A decrease
of Physical Activity Level or physical functionality can reduce the functional de-
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pendence and increase the risks of disability with age [13] [14]. Activity Intensity
or the energy cost of physical activities have long been manually measured by a
physiological measure named metabolic equivalent task (MET). This measure is
a ratio of the metabolic rate for a particular activity to the set of reference val-
ues defined for that group. The reference values are defined in 3 classes namely
light intensity activities, moderately intensity activities and vigorous intensity
activities [77]. The recommended activities are mostly physical exercises that an
individual should be undertaking daily for healthy living. However for this work,
the focus is on activities of daily living which can in-turn fulfil the recommended
activity amount and promote independent living.
Based on the previous definitions of activity levels and the results of the subjective
evaluation, the 3 classes of activity levels are proposed for this research and are
defined as:
• High Activity Level - denotes physically moving from one location to an-
other, e.g., walking,
• Low Activity Level - denotes minor or no change in one’s location but
involved in some sort of an activity which involves movement or an interac-
tion with the environment, e.g., taking things out of a cupboard or washing
plates,
• No Activity Level - denotes extremely low or no movement at all, e.g.
watching television or sitting idle.
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Figure 4.7: Camera Angles for the SADL dataset
4.4 Sheffield Activities of Daily Living [SADL]
dataset
While recognizing or monitoring daily activities of living with a visual sensor
based system, it can be assumed that most of the activities will be undertaken in
an indoor environment. Based on the review of the available datasets for assisted
living [section 4.2] and the results of the subjective evaluation, a novel dataset
named Sheffield Activities of Daily Living (SADL) dataset is proposed. This
dataset is a first of its kind where all the activities are simulated in two different
locations within a simulated assisted living environment and captured by two
orthogonally positioned cameras as shown in Figure 4.7.
4.4.1 Grouping of Activities into Activity Level
In the focus group discussions, the participants pointed out that the living room
and the kitchen are the two locations where an older adult is bound to spend
most of the time in a day and carry out most of the activities. Though a holistic
monitoring system should be monitoring a person in every location of the house,
however for the dataset, only the kitchen and the living room were chosen mostly
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Figure 4.8: Rooms for the SADL dataset
Table 4.5: Activity Table for SADL dataset
List of Activities Location Activity Level
Walking around Kitchen, Living HIGH
Using Fridge, Pour water, Using Oven (Plate
In and out), Using cupboard, Wash Plate
Kitchen LOW
Sitting idle, Reading book, Watching Televi-
sion
Living NO
because the activities carried out in these rooms are relatively less sensitive to
privacy issues than probably using the toilet or sleeping. The location of the
dataset videos are shown in Figure 4.8. 9 different basic activities of daily living
are identified and are grouped into different activity levels according to Table 4.5.
The images for all the activities are presented in Appendix A.
4.4.2 Specifications of the SADL dataset
In the SADL dataset, 9 basic activities of daily living are simulated within Home
Lab by 6 subjects. The Home Lab is a simulated indoor environment developed
by the Centre for Assistive Technology and Connected Healthcare within The
University of Sheffield. The Home Lab mimics the home or care environment
and acts as a bridge between the laboratory-based research environment and
the homes of people in the community. As shown in Table 4.5, the activities
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are grouped into 3 classes of Activity Levels based on the amount of movement
undertaken while carrying out the activities. The technical specifications of the
dataset as follows-
• .avi format,
• video acquisition rate of 50 frames per second (fps),
• resolution of the videos 1920× 1080 pixels.
Unlike the other datasets, the activities are not always captured with the subject
facing the camera. In the dataset, there are 36 high activity level videos, 60
low activity level videos and 36 no activity level videos for each camera angle
making a total of 264 videos. The activities are simulated under two illumination
conditions, one being with the indoor lighting switched on and the other being
with indoor lighting switched off. The key advantages of the SADL dataset are-
• High definition videos (the highest resolution of all the available datasets),
• two orthogonal perspective of the same activity (as shown in Figure 4.7),
• both the views are synchronized,
• two lighting conditions.
The SADL dataset will be made freely available for download for the research
community.
The actors in the dataset have participated voluntarily and the signed consent
forms are available in Appendix D.
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter, the concept of activity levels as measure for the amount of ac-
tivity undertaken for behavioural modelling is proposed. Definitions for activity
level were initially adapted from available sensor-based definition and re-defined
through a subjective evaluation method for visual sensor-based approaches. Phys-
ical Activity Level or amount of activity is the visual perception of the amount of
movement undertaken while carrying out an activity. Along with the definitions
of activity levels, a novel high-definition dataset is also proposed for activity level
estimation for further visual sensor-based assisted living research. The ground-
truth of the dataset is annotated according to the definitions of activity levels.
In the following chapter, an activity level estimation system is proposed and
evaluated through different pixel-based motion features.
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Chapter 5
Activity Level Estimation using
Motion-based Features
Activity Levels are groups of activities of daily living which involve similar move-
ment patterns. Activity levels for home monitoring allow a higher level of ab-
straction of the information of how much activity an individual has undertaken
without identifying the exact activities. The three classes of activity levels were
defined in the previous chapter based on the subjective evaluation of visual per-
ception of one’s movement undertaken to carry out an activity. In this chapter,
an activity level estimation system is introduced and evaluated through various
non-intrusive and discriminative motion-based features using two different cam-
era angles. Additionally, a novel motion-moment feature is proposed for activity
level estimation.
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5.1 Introduction
Activity recognition as is understood in computer vision involves recognizing
activities and most of these proposed algorithms are evaluated on datasets where
the subject is facing the camera which is not always a realistic representation
of an assisted living environment. On the other hand, activity level estimation
is about identifying similar groups of similar activities at a higher abstraction
to estimate the amount of activity undertaken by an user. The definitions of
activity level that is to be estimated by a visual sensor, are defined in Chapter
3 through a visual perception test of the amount of movement undertaken by an
individual to carry out an activity.
Activity Level estimation is about detecting similar motion patterns. Human
motion is difficult to model as it is articulated unlike rigid bodies. Motion in a
video-sequence can be estimated by directly from pixel-based methods or indi-
rectly from feature-based methods. The pixel based methods include optical flow
or phase correlation approaches [78], while the feature based methods include
tracking of image features like edges, corners or key features like SIFT, SURF
etc. Though the feature tracking approaches yield good results for the activity
recogntion problem, one of the fundamental challenges of feature tracking is the
consistency of the tracked key-points [79]. Also, modelling the local descriptor
over time is resource intensive and not often discriminatory enough to estimate
articulated human motion [31]. Hence, for this thesis pixel-based methods are
used to model motion within a scene.
In this chapter, the motion within a video is modelled using the optical flow
approach while in Chapter 6 the motion is modelled using phase correlation. Also,
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since there has been no prior work done on activity level estimation, initially only
the motion magnitude and the motion density are used as features and results
of these features are used as baseline results to compare the further proposed
motion-based features.
The main contributions in this chapter are:
• an activity level estimation system
– using motion magnitude and motion density as features which forms
the baseline results for comparison
– using motion-HOG features for activity level estimation
• motion-moment - a novel, discriminative hand-crafted motion-based feature
for activity level estimation.
The features are evaluated using a single camera setup of the MSR dataset and
the SADL dataset along with the dual camera setup {by fusing features from two
cameras} of the SADL dataset. Some of the results from this chapter have been
published in C1, C2 of 1.1.4.1 and P3 of 1.1.4.2.
The rest of the chapter is arranged as follows. Section 5.2 details the related
work on optical flow methods and motion-based features. Section 5.3 contains
the activity level estimation system along with the proposed motion-moment
features. Section 5.4 contains the results of the motion-HOG features and the
proposed motion-moment features on the SADL dataset followed by the analysis
in section 5.5 and summary of the Chapter in section 5.6.
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5.2 Background
Motion is an important characteristic in video sequences. It helps to relate the
spatial image features over temporal changes. The task of motion analysis is a
challenging and fundamental problem of computer vision [80]. Motion analysis
has found its application in various applications like robotics, human activity
analysis, video compression and video description [81]. Motion in video-data can
be defined as a change in a scene, movement of an object in successive frames
with a fixed camera angle or movement of both the object along with tilting and
panning of the camera. Based on the amount of motion, there can be broadly
two categories of motion namely,
• Global Motion - it refers to the motion present in the whole frame. This
type of motion can be induced within a frame due to camera movements
(pan, tilt, zoom etc.) or the movement of an object from one part of the
frame to the other part.
• Local Motion - it refers to relatively small changes within a frame where
the motion in a scene is in only in a part of the frame.
The movement undertaken by an individual for the low and no activity levels
can be categorized as local motion, while that for the high activity level can be
categorized as global motion as there is a change across the whole frame.
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5.2.1 Optical-flow for Motion Estimation
In the optical flow approach the distribution of moving brightness patterns in an
image is estimated. The basic equation of any optical flow problem is given by:
w1 = w2 + δw, (5.1)
where w1 is the pixel in the first frame, w2 is the same pixel in the successive
frame and the displacement is given by δw. Optical flow might be computed
densely or sparsely. Dense optical flow refers to movement of image over all pixels
in the image while sparse optical flow refers to tracking only interesting points
in an image. A popular technique to estimate dense optical flow is the Horn-
Schunck method. Under the assumption that “optical flow cannot be computed
at a point independently of the neighbouring points” [82], the authors introduce a
smoothness constraint along with the brightness constraint to estimate the optical
flow. Dense optical flow is usually slow and resource intensive as compared to
sparse optical flow. The most popular sparse optical flow method is the Lucas
Kanade method. Optical flow techniques have been used to model articulated
human motion in human tracking solutions [83] [84] as well as action recognition
solutions [85] [86].
5.2.2 Motion-based features
Davis and Bobick had initially proposed the idea of Motion Energy Image(MEI)
and Motion History Image(MHI) in [28] to model ‘where’ and ‘how’ motion is
present in an image. They claimed that the shape of the region affected by motion
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can suggest about the action and the viewing condition. Given an image I(x, y, t)
and the binary image B(x, y, t), the cumulative binary images Eτ (x, y, t) is be
given by:
Eτ (x, y, t) =
τ−1⋃
i=0
B(x, y, t− i). (5.2)
These cumulative binary images are called MEIs. On the other hand, to model
‘how’ a motion is moving in an image they defined a pixel intensity function, Hτ
given by:
Hτ (x, y, t) =
 τ if D(x, y, t) = 1max (0, Hτ (x, y, t− 1)− 1) otherwise. (5.3)
Some of the key features of MHI are that it can represent motion in a sequential
manner and keeps a history of the temporal changes [87]. The MHI was further
utilized by Bradski in [88], to have a tMHI template for motion segmentation and
pose estimation in which the MHI was updated by:
tδ(x, y) =
τ if current silhoutte at (x, y)0 else if tδ(x, y) < (τ − δ (5.4)
To get the direction of both the global and local motion in an image, Davis used
real time motion template gradients [89]. Davis and Bobick had proposed the
idea of Motion Energy Image(MEI) in [28] which is cumulative binary motion
images for estimating pose. The authors used the motion features to represent
‘where’ and ‘how’ motion is present in an image and also recommended that the
shape of the region affected by motion can suggest about the action and the
viewing condition.
Apart from these pixel-based methods, tracking of local descriptors is also used
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to model motion. The HOG descriptor which is one of the most popular object
detectors has been used in various applications [90] [91]. However, Dalal (the
author who proposed HOG) in [79] shows that tracking the HOG features to
model the structure of motion over successive images is not an efficient approach.
Instead the author proposed that the HOG features on the motion map obtained
from the differential images of the optical flow images is a more robust approach.
The differential images are to compensate for camera movements. Activity level
estimation is about estimating similar ‘type’ of motion patterns in a scene. The
structure of the motion fields provides important information about the type of
motion.
5.3 Proposed Activity Level Estimation System
In this section, an activity level estimation system is proposed. The system works
under the hypothesis that pixel-based motion features like motion magnitude and
density or features crafted on the motion map can be used to effectively model
activity level. The hypothesis is derived from the 3D scatter plot of the motion
magnitude and the motion density as shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 of all the
videos from each of the camera angles of the SADL dataset. The three different
colours in the scatter plot show the three different activity levels.
From the figure, it is observed that motion vectors and motion density can be
used to discriminate among different activity levels, however for the high activity
level and the low activity level, the discriminative boundary is not definite.
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Figure 5.1: Scatter plot of the motion features of Camera angle 1 of the SADL
dataset
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Figure 5.2: Scatter plot of the motion features of Camera angle 2 of the SADL
dataset
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Figure 5.3: Activity Level System setup
To further evaluate the hypothesis, an activity level estimation system is intro-
duced which uses a discriminative classifier to estimate the correct activity level.
As shown in Figure 5.3, the system takes in the frames of a video sequence and
classifies it to an activity level. The system uses pixel-based motion features as
opposed to the traditional feature-based tracking approach for activity recogni-
tion. Firstly, a frame-wise motion map is created using the optical flow algorithm,
followed by crafting of features in the feature pool and finally classifying them
using a neural network. Each of the blocks of the system in elaborated in the
following subsections. In the feature pool, the proposed motion features are hand-
crafted into different variants to recognize the similarities in the patterns. For
the initial experiments the existing motion-HOG features are used followed by
the proposed motion-moment features for activity level estimation.
5.3.1 Motion Map
In an assisted living environment, it can be assumed that there is no major long
range displacement. Hence an optical flow approach is chosen over correspon-
dence based approach as it is more responsive to minor movements and is more
sensitive to illumination changes [80]. To compute the motion map, the Lucas
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Kanade algorithm for optical flow is used. Lucas Kanade uses the local weighted
least squares method to solve the optical flow problem. Assuming that there is
constant brightness and there is small motion within each frame, Lucas Kanade
proposed an image registration technique using the spatial intensity gradient of
the images to find a good match using a type of Newton-Raphson iteration in [92].
The algorithm minimizes the sum of squared error between two successive im-
ages and the relative fewer number of matches making it faster as compared the
dense techniques. Though proposed almost 3 decades ago, the preformance of
the optical flow algorithm in terms of efficiency and accuracy is the best. There
have been several implementations of the Lucas Kanade method over the years.
In [93], the Lucas Kanade method has been juxtaposed with the Horn-Schunck
method to evaluate the local based methods over the dense global methods.
Another implementation of the Lucas Kanade method is the pyramidal imple-
mentation proposed by Bouguet in [94]. The pyramidal representation of the
image is built in a recursive fashion with I0 being the original image, I1 the next
level of the pyramid and so on till IL−1. The image at the L− 1 level is given in
the equation:
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IL(x, y) =
1
4
IL−1(2x, 2y)+
1
8
(IL−1(2x− 1, 2y) + IL−1(2x+ 1, 2y)+
IL−1(2x, 2y − 1) + IL−1(2x, 2y + 1))+
1
16
(IL−1(2x− 1, 2y − 1) + IL−1(2x+ 1, 2y + 1)+
IL−1(2x− 1, 2y − 1) + IL−1(2x+ 1, 2y + 1)). (5.5)
The disadvantage of the pyramidal implementation is that it is memory intensive
for the generation of the image pyramids. However with a correct selection of the
number of levels of the pyramid, this implementation shows good results for real-
time calculation of the optical flow algorithm [95] [96]. The efficacy of the real
time computation as activity level estimation application is detailed in Appendix
C.
For collection of moving images within a time interval of T , the motion map
is computed at every time instant t′. Between a pair of frames, I1(x, y, t1) and
I2(x, y, t2) where:
t2 = t1 + t
′, (5.6)
a motion map (V (x′, y′, t′)) is obtained. The motion map is collection of many
motion vectors (vk) given by:
V (x′y′t′) = {vk : k = 1, 2, 3.....x′y′}, (5.7)
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Figure 5.4: Original Frame (left), Motion map (middle), Binary motion map
(right)
where each motion vector vk can be represented as a tuple (va, vb) and va and vb
represent the magnitude of the x-components and the y-components of each of the
motion vectors respectively. Each motion vector is represented by a magnitude
and direction. Since activity levels are an estimate of the amount of motion,
hence for this work, only the magnitude is used. A representative motion map is
shown in Figure 5.4, where the ‘red’ lines denote the horizontal motion vectors
while the ‘green’ lines denote the vertical motion vectors. Along with the motion
magnitudes, the motion density (vd) for each V (x
′y′t′) is computed where vk >
1. Two separate motion maps Va(x
′, y′, t′) and Vb(x′, y′, t′) comprising of the
horizontal motion vectors and the vertical motion vectors are constructed from
V (x′, y′, t′).
5.3.2 Feature pool
In the feature pool, features are hand-crafted on the magnitude of the motion
vectors. The features are separately crafted on the horizontal and vertical com-
ponent. In the pool, the motion-HOG feature and the proposed motion-moment
features are crafted.
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5.3.2.1 motion-HOG feature
Coupled with a trained SVM, the HOG detector is one of the most widely used
person-detector [31]. The standard HOG implementation involves computing the
gradients and collecting the weighted votes of the gradients into histograms of an
image. The characteristic property of the HOG is that it encapsulates a lot of
structural information from a scene. The motion-HOG are computed as proposed
by Dalal in [79] to estimate activity levels. In [97], the authors use the motion-
HOG features by computing the gradient histograms of the euclidean distance of
the x and y components of the motion magnitude and named them as the HOOF
features. In this work, the features are computed separately on the two different
components.
For each of the motion map, a set of HOG features are extracted. Hence, two
set of HOG features Ha and Hb are obtained for Va(x
′, y′, t′) and Vb(x′, y′, t′)
respectively. Instead of using the ‘winner takes all’ strategy as mentioned in [98],
the features were further refined by ignoring the regions where there was no
motion and quantized by principal component analysis using the single value
decomposition algorithm given by ha and hb. These sets of l1 and l2 principal
components of ha and hb were considered for the motion-HOG feature vector fMH
given by:
fMH = {(ha1 , ha1 ....hal1 ), (hb1 , hb1 ....hbl2 )}. (5.8)
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5.3.2.2 Proposed motion-moment feature
The motion-moment features fuse the rich invariant properties of Hu moments
and the motion features to identify similar ‘type’ of motion which is suggestive of
the type of activity undertaken. Image moments have found their application in
various object categorization problems but have never been explored on motion
features. The motion-moment features are hand crafted features built on low-
level motion features based on the concept of image moments. Image moments
represent the gross characteristics of an image and are useful for analysis of binary
images. The central moments of an image tell us about the shape of an image and
are invariant to translation. It must be noted that motion-moments are distinctly
different from image moments as used for action categorization in [99], where the
moments are computed on the differenced binary image. Motion-moment on
the other hand is computed on the motion magnitude values obtained from a
motion-estimation algorithm.
Based on the magnitude of the motion vectors, the binary motion vectors bk are
computed as:
bk =
1 : if va|vb > 10 : otherwise. (5.9)
Using the binary motion vectors for each of the x-component and the y-component,
two separate binary motion maps Ba(x
′, y′, t′) and Bb(x′, y′, t′) are constructed.
The combined binary motion map B(x′, y′, t′) is the accumulation of all the binary
motion vectors and is given by:
B(x′y′t′) = {bk : k = 1, 2, 3.....x′y′}, (5.10)
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A representative binary motion map is shown in Figure 5.4. Initially, Hu had
proposed 7 Hu moments which are invariant to translation, rotation and skew
[100]. In this work the first 4 orders of the Hu moments are computed on each
of the binary motion maps to identify the structure of the motion. If each of the
binary motion maps Ba(x
′, y′, t′) and Bb(x′, y′, t′) is represented as BR, then the
motion-moments thus computed are given by:
M1 = η20 + η02, (5.11)
M2 = (η20 − η02)2 + 4η211, (5.12)
M3 = (η30 − 3η12)2 + (3η21 − η03)2, (5.13)
M4 = (η30 + η12)
2 + (η21 + η03)
2. (5.14)
The scale invariant moment ηij is computed by:
ηij =
µij
µ
(1+ i+j
2
)
00
. (5.15)
from the normalized central motion-moment given by:
µij =
∑
x′
∑
y′
(x′ − x′)(y′ − y′)BR. (5.16)
Only the first four order is enough as the remaining three higher orders offer neg-
ligible or incoherent information for motion features. Hence the motion-moment
features fMMa and fMMb for each of binary motion map is {M1,M2,M3,M4} and
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the final motion moment feature vector (fMM ) is given by:
fMM = {fMMa , fMMb} (5.17)
5.3.3 Classification using Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks are learning algorithms that are inspired by the under-
standing of how the human brain learns. Neural Networks find their application in
practical applications such as speech recognition [101], object recognition, hand
written digit recognition, temperature prediction and so on. Neural networks
also show promising predictions even for safety critical applications like medi-
cal research [102]. Neural networks is a discriminative classifier as opposed to a
generative classifier such as Naive Bayes. Discriminative classifiers use posterior
probability rather than joint probability as generative classifiers. As mentioned
in [103] that the classification problem should be solved based on the specific
problem rather than a general problem, there seems to be a wide consensus to
the fact that discriminative classifiers perform much better than generative mod-
els [104]. Though the training of neural networks is computationally expensive,
it requires comparatively less data to predict the interaction between the predic-
tor variables. More recently, neural networks have also found applications in the
activity monitoring domain [105] [106].
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5.3.3.1 Neural Networks parameters
Owing to three activity level classes, the network has a 3 neuron output layer
owing to the 3 different activity level classes and there are 10 neurons in the
hidden layer. The network is trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
with a log-signmoid transfer function. The LM algorithm is one of the most
widely used algorithm for optimization with a lower time complexity and higher
recognition rates [107].
5.3.3.2 Performance metrics
The classification accuracy for each class of activity level for each of the experi-
ments are presented in the form of a confusion matrix. The True Positive Values
in the confusion matrix is normalized over the total number possible positive
detections for a particular class of activity level. The performance of the neural
networks is presented as a receiver operating curve (ROC). The ROC is a False
Positive Ratio(FPR) versus True Positive Ratio(TPR) curve, where for threshold
values across the interval [0; 1], the FPR is computed as the number of outputs
less than a particular threshold over the total number of false positives and the
TPR is computed as the number of outputs greater than the threshold over the
total number the true positives. The ROC curve is a representation of the cumu-
lative frequencies to true positives and false positives for a number of thresholds
varied between 0 and 1. Hence, for each threshold value, a pair of TPR and FPR
is obtained. These classification parameters have been kept constant for all the
features.
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Table 5.1: Activity Table for the MSR dataset
List of Activities Activity Level
Walk High
Drink, eat Low
Read book, write on paper , sit still No
5.4 Results
The results of the various different simulations are presented in this section.
The simulations are carried out under a single camera setup and a dual camera
setup. Under each of the setup, there are 4 different features used as described
in subsection 5.4.2. For the single camera setup, along with the SADL dataset,
a subset of the MSR dataset is also used. Each of the dataset are divided into
mutually exclusive training and testing sets.
5.4.1 Training and Testing subsets of MSR and SADL
Datasets
The classification is carried out with a mutually exclusive training and testing set
containing approximately 50% of the total number of videos in each set for each
activity level. The MSR dataset is annotated as an activity recognition dataset
and hence had to be re-labelled according to the definitions of the activity levels.
Also, some of the activities within the dataset like using a laptop while standing,
play game in standing position etc., are not activities of daily living within an
assisted living scenario. Hence, a subset of the dataset is created and the ground
truth of the subset dataset is annotated using the definitions as presented in
Table 5.1.
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For both the MSR and the SADL dataset, approximately 2/3rd of the dataset is
used as a training set while the rest is used as the testing set. The training and
the testing set were kept constant for each of the simulations.
5.4.2 Features Vectors for Simulations
As mentioned in 5.1, there are 4 different combinations of motion-based feature
vectors used for the simulations. The feature vector used for each of these simu-
lations are:
1. Feature Vector 1 (F SM) = {va, vb, vd}
2. Feature Vector 2 (F SMH ) = {FM , fMH}
3. Feature Vector 3 (F SMM ) = {FM , fMM}
4. Feature Vector 4 (F SMC ) = {FM , FMH , FMM}
All the simulations on the SADL dataset are carried out under two different
angles of a single camera setup and a dual camera setup. Under the dual camera
setup, the occluded regions and the non-translational motion from one of the
camera angle is compensated by the other camera angle. Both the camera angles
are equally biased thereby contributing equally to final feature vector. If there
are qS1 features of the feature vector F
S
1 from camera angle 1 and q
S
2 of the feature
vector F S2 from camera angle 2, then the final feature vector for the dual camera
setup FD is given by:
FD =
{
qS1 q
S
2 : q
S
1 ∈ F S1 ; qS2 ∈ F S2
}
. (5.18)
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Table 5.2: Baseline Confusion Matrix with motion magnitude and motion density
on MSR sub-dataset, SADL dataset [Camera 1], SADL dataset [Camera 2]
High Low No High Low No High Low No
High 0.40 0 0 High 1 0.20 0 High 0.75 0.35 0
Low 0 0.10 0.20 Low 0 0.80 0 Low 0.25 0.65 0
No 0.60 0.90 0.80 No 0 0 1 No 0 0 1
For each of the simulations, a separate network was trained iteratively using the
specifications mentioned in section 5.3.3 until a minimum gradient was reached.
The training state of all the simulations of the SADL dataset are presented in
Appendix A. The classification results of the test set is given in the following
subsections followed by a comparative analysis of the different features.
5.4.3 Results with Single Camera Setup
Activity level is a representation of one’s amount of activity. Owing to lack of ap-
proaches for activity level estimation, initially the baseline results were obtained
with a feature vector comprising of using only motion vectors and classified into
different classes using a neural network. Under the single camera setup, the sim-
ulations are carried out on the MSR dataset (with a revised annotated ground-
truth) and the SADL dataset. The baseline results as presented in Table 5.2 are
to test the hypothesis whether motion vectors from optic flow can be effectively
used for activity level estimation and also to provide a reference for comparison
for further proposed motion-based features.
Following the baseline results, the results with the motion-HOG feature vectors
is presented Table 5.3. From the results, it is observed that under a single camera
setup, the results are heavily dependent on the positioning of the camera. Under
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Table 5.3: Confusion Matrix with motion-HOG features on MSR sub-dataset,
SADL dataset [Camera 1], SADL dataset [Camera 2]
High Low No High Low No High Low No
High 0 0 0 High 0.58 0 0 High 0.75 0.05 0
Low 0.20 0.60 0.50 Low 0.42 1 0 Low 0.25 0.95 0
No 0.80 0.40 0.50 No 0 0 1 No 0 0 1
Table 5.4: Confusion Matrix of motion-moments features on MSR sub-dataset,
SADL dataset [Camera 1], SADL dataset [Camera 2]
High Low No High Low No High Low No
High 0.40 0 0 High 0.83 0.25 0 High 0.42 0 0
Low 0.60 0.50 0 Low 0.17 0.75 0 Low 0.58 1 0
No 0 0.50 1 No 0 0 1 No 0 0 1
Table 5.5: Confusion Matrix with all the 3 features combined on MSR sub-
dataset, SADL dataset [Camera 1], SADL dataset [Camera 2]
High Low No High Low No High Low No
High 0.20 0 0 High 0.83 0 0 High 0.58 0 0
Low 0.60 0.90 0.85 Low 0.17 1 0 Low 0.42 1 0
No 0.20 0.10 0.15 No 0 0 1 No 0 0 1
camera 1, the activity level with the maximum amount of motion is not always
classified correctly. However for ‘Low’ activity levels, the motion-HOG features
perform better than the baseline results. The ‘Low’ activity level is a group of
activities which are complex and involves an interaction with an object.
The results show that the motion-moments features, as presented in Table 5.4 are
better than the baseline results and are more consistent than the motion-HOG
features for the bench-mark MSR dataset as well as the SADL dataset. Also the
complexity of computation of the motion moment feature is much less than the
motion-HOG feature. However, it must be noted that the performance of the
camera 2 angle of the SADL dataset is poor for both the motion-HOG features
and the motion-moment feature which suggests that the camera angle plays an
important parameter for selection of the feature vector.
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Table 5.6: Confusion Matrix for the Dual Camera Setup of Baseline features and
motion-HOG features
High Low No High Low No
High 0.83 0.25 0 High 0.67 0 0
Low 0.17 0.75 0 Low 0.33 1 0.08
No 0 0 1 No 0 0 0.92
Table 5.7: Confusion Matrix for the Dual Camera Setup of motion-moments and
all 3 features combined
High Low No High Low No
High 0.92 0.10 0 High 0.83 0.15 0
Low 0.08 0.90 0 Low 0.15 0.85 0
No 0 0 1 No 0.02 0 1
5.4.4 Results with Dual Camera Setup
In this section, the experiments are carried out under a dual camera setup. In
the SADL dataset, each activity is captured using two orthogonally positioned
synchronized camera angles. This was done to investigate so that if the motion
from an activity is occluded from one camera, then the motion from that activity
could be captured from the orthogonally positioned second camera. The results
for the fused features from both the camera angles is shown in Table 5.6 and
Table 5.7. However, under the dual camera setup the performance goes down for
all the features apart from the motion-moment feature.
5.5 Comparative Analysis
Motion vectors obtained from optical flow form an important cue to detect similar
types of activities or activity level. The ROC curves in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6
show the classification performance of the neural networks. The training state
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Table 5.8: Overall accuracy of each of the features under different camera setups
Baseline motion-HOG motion-moments 3 features fused
MSR sub-dataset 54.3% 45.7% 77.1% 37.1%
SADL [Camera 1] 90.9% 88.6% 84.1% 95.1%
SADL [Camera 2] 77.3% 90.9% 84.1% 88.6%
SADL [Dual Camera] 84.1% 88.6% 93.2% 88.6%
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Figure 5.5: ROC plot under single camera setup with Feature Vector (F SM) for
Camera angle 1
of all the following experiments are presented in Appendix B. The classification
accuracy for each class of activity level for each of the experiments is presented in
the form of a confusion matrix. The True Positive Values in the confusion matrix
is normalized over the total number possible positive detections for a particular
class of activity level. The performance of the neural network is presented as a
receiver operating curve (ROC).
The overall baseline accuracy for Camera 1 is 90.9% while that of Camera 2 is
77.8% which shows that the positioning of the camera also plays an important role
when detecting motion or patterns of motion. To gain more information about
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Figure 5.6: ROC plot under single camera setup with Feature Vector (F SM) for
Camera angle 2
Figure 5.7: ROC plot under single camera setup with Feature Vector (F SMH ) for
Camera angle 1
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Figure 5.8: ROC plot under single camera setup with Feature Vector (F SMH ) for
Camera angle 2
the type of motion, initially the motion-HOG features were used. As shown in
Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, the performance of the features is comparable with
the baseline results for a single camera setup. The motion-HOG features do
not perform as good as only the motion magnitude. The number of feature
points of the motion-HOG feature vector after reducing its dimension is over 100.
Since the parameters of the neural network have not been changed for any of
the features to have a comparison among the features, it is possible, the higher
dimension of the feature vector causes over-fitting of the model thereby affecting
performance. The motion-moment features {Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10} are
crafted from the concept that moments exhibit structural similarities with an
image. Motion moments, unlike image moments are not computed based on
the pixel values. Instead, motion moments are computed on the motion map
comprised of the motion vectors. The motion-moment features were crafted to
exploit the use of the invariances that these features offer. With the benchmark
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Figure 5.9: ROC plot under single camera setup with Feature Vector (F SMM ) for
Camera angle 1
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Figure 5.10: ROC plot under single camera setup with Feature Vector (F SMM ) for
Camera angle 2
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Figure 5.11: ROC plot under dual camera setup with Feature Vector ((F SMH )
MSR dataset, the motion-moment feature clearly out-performs the other two
features. All the activities in the MSR dataset are facing the camera. However,
in the SADL dataset not all activities are facing the camera.
Introducing the second perspective with the motion-HOG features should have
improved the classification accuracy even more as it reduces self occlusion and
increases the detection envelope within a scene. However, it is observed that
there is a decline in the accuracy of the dual camera setup with the motion-HOG
features as shown in Figure 5.11 which can be attributed to the over-fitting of the
training model due to high dimensionality. However the proposed motion-moment
features perform better than all the other features under the dual camera setup.
Under this setup, the motion moment not only classifies each activity level more
accurately than the other features, but also the overall accuracy of the system
is 93%. The proposed feature vector not only exploits the discriminative nature
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Figure 5.12: ROC plot under dual camera setup with Feature Vector (F SMM )
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of the motion vectors but also effectively indicates the type of the motion more
robustly.
5.6 Summary
Motion is an important characteristic in video sequences and it invokes a strong
perception. While tracking of key-points and testing them on datasets where the
subject is facing the camera is the most popular approach to activity recognition,
it is often observed that the consistency of the key-points between frames is
not maintained. On the other hand, motion estimation by optical flow gives
a good indication of the amount of change in the scene. Activity Levels are a
measure of the amount of motion and the type of a particular activity level is
also representative of the type of motion. Given the activities in the dataset are
not always carried out facing the camera, there is also the problem of occlusion.
Introducing the second orthogonal camera angle was to capture information that
the first camera angle might miss out. Both the cameras are equally biased and
so contribute equally to the final feature vector. From the experiments, it is
observed that classifying only the motion vectors and the motion density is not
a robust solution for activity level estimation. In an assisted living scenario, the
subject is not expected to face the camera always and also, recognizing specific
activities can be deemed as an intrusion to privacy. The proposed activity levels
are a balance between maintaining one’s privacy and yet provide a safe and secure
living environment thereby keeping a check on an individual’s health condition.
In this chapter, initially the hypothesis that motion vectors can be used effectively
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to classify activity levels is tested which forms the baseline results for comparison.
Using simple motion vectors and motion density as features, the activity levels
are classified using neural networks. The experiments were carried out on an
available benchmark MSR dataset and also on the introduced SADL dataset.
Experiments reveal that the motion values are good indicators of the activity
level. The real time efficacy of using such features are relatively low. As shown
in Appendix C the activity levels can be recognized with fairly low computation
resources and the efficacy of using only the motion vectors for real life deployment
of a behaviour modelling system.
Further in the chapter, a new feature named motion-moments is proposed for ac-
tivity level estimation. Experiments were carried out with a single camera setup
using two perspectives and also a dual camera setup by fusing features from both
the camera angles. Motion-moment as a feature for activity level estimation out-
perform both the baseline results and the motion-HOG features under the dual
camera setup with an overall accuracy of nearly 93%. In the following chapter, es-
timation of activity level is explored in the Frequency domain. Modelling motion
in the pixel domain is often outperformed by sub-pixel estimation. Since activity
level is primarily dependent on the motion information, further experiments in
the Frequency domain were carried to compare the results with the pixel domain
under the same classification parameters.
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Chapter 6
Phase Feature-based Motion
Analysis for Activity Level
Estimation
As mentioned in the previous chapter, motion plays an important role in mapping
spatial variations over temporal changes. Motion estimation in the pixel domain
is often an extended application of the image registration problem. In Chapter 4
and 5, motion in the pixel domain is computed using the optical flow technique
which was also proposed as an image registration technique and whose application
has been extended to video-sequence for motion estimation. The disadvantage
of this type of approach is that the translation shift between two images are
modelled more accurately rather than the change in the scene. In this chapter,
motion is computed in the Frequency domain as compared to the pixel domain
to account for the sub-pixel variations.
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6.1 Introduction
Motion estimation in the Frequency domain using the properties of the Fourier
transform is being used as a popular approach for computing global translational
shifts between images. The phase correlation method has been successfully ap-
plied to the image registration problem and has also been widely used in object
recognition and other motion-based task. With the fast implementation of the
Fourier transform, motion estimation in the frequency domain has the obvious
advantage of being invariant to shift, rotation and scale changes and also robust
to distortions to shape and geometry. Moreover, image registration in the fre-
quency domain shows comparable and in some cases better results than optic
flow [108] [109]. Actual motion in the real world occurs in arbitrary. While lin-
ear, smooth motion can be correctly modelled in the pixel domain, to get a real
representation of the true motion present in a scene, the phase information in
the Fourier space is more coherent and robust. Since activity level is a represen-
tation of the amount of movement undertaken by an individual, having a robust
representation of the true motion within a scene would help in accurate detec-
tion of activity levels. The proposed methodology and some of the results have
been published in C3 of 1.1.4.1. The rest of the chapter is arranged as follows.
Section 6.2 details the related works of estimating motion and human activity
recognition using phase correlation. In Section 6.3, the novel phase correlation
methodology in introduced. Section 6.4 contains the results of the experiments
using the SADL dataset under the dual camera setup followed by a comparative
analysis in section 6.5 and summary of the Chapter in section 6.6.
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6.2 Background
Activity level estimation is dependent on the visual perception of the amount
of the activity undertaken to carry out an activity. A combined approach to
phase and amplitude with a higher weight to phase information leads to better
pattern recognition and image perception [110]. Estimation of motion in the pixel
domain for real-world applications is more popular due to the emergence of the
faster implementation of different algorithms.
6.2.1 Phase correlation for motion estimation
Visual perception of a moving body should be independent of spatial positions and
orientations [111]. Fourier descriptors represent the shapes of an object within
an image as a distribution of edge information which bears important cognitive
information and is independent of illumination changes. The psychophysical as-
pects of motion perception has been long investigated within neuroscience. Since
the phase information offers a topology of the edge information with an image;
from a theoretical point of view, due to the Fourier shift theorem the relative
shift between two frames corresponds to the phase shift in the frequency domain.
Phase information is being widely used within the video-coding community in
HEVC encoders [112] [113], visual saliency [114] estimation and video compres-
sion [115]. Even within medical imaging, phase properties are effectively used for
detection of image artefact propagation, reconstruction and motion reduction in
CT-scan images and fMRI images [116] [117].
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6.2.2 Phase correlation in Human Activity Recognition
The implementation of the fast Fourier transform has enabled to explore the use
of phase properties of the Frequency domain to model motion more effectively.
However, phase information is not explored as much within Human Activity
Recognition. Weinland in [30] uses the cylindrical coordinates and Fourier mag-
nitudes centred around the bodies to model motion templates and recognize ac-
tions. In [118], the authors used a 3-dimension Fourier transform to spot actions
in videos. In [119], the authors use the spectral features of the Fourier coeeficients
to model action. In [120], poses are estimated using Fourier Transform. Though
phase information has been effectively used for estimating the quality of similar
patterns [110], it has not been explored for activity level estimation.
6.3 Methodology
Activity Levels are similar motion patterns defined by the amount of activity
undertaken to carry out an activity. Phase information provides a qualitative de-
scription of cognitive features in a moving image while being robust to substantial
level of distortion [121]. In this methodology, the strong invariant properties of
the phase information is investigated to model activity levels in a robust manner.
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6.3.1 Fourier Transform
Modelling motion in the Frequency domain often refers to estimate the value of a
geometric quantity to better the pixel accuracy. Fourier transform is a complex-
valued function of frequency which transforms the signal from the time domain
into its frequency domain. For a real image I(x, y) where x and y represents
the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the pixel intensity I respectively; the
Fourier transform, F (u, v) is given by:
F (u, v) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
I(x, y)e−2jpi(ux+vy)dxdy, (6.1)
where u and v are the spatial frequencies. Since F (u, v), is complex hence it can
be represented as:
F (u, v) = FR(u, v) + jFI(u, v), (6.2)
where FR(u, v) is the real part and FI(u, v) is the imaginary part of the Fourier
image. The magnitude spectrum, |F (u, v)| of the Fourier image can be obtained
by:
|F (u, v)| = [FR(u, v)2 + FI(u, v)2]1/2, (6.3)
while the phase spectrum, φ(u, v) can be obtained by:
φ(u, v) = tan−1
FI(u, v)
FR(u, v)
. (6.4)
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6.3.2 Phase Offset
From the assumption that individual pixel values are less distinctive than the
pattern of the whole data, the phase correlation can be used for multi-spectral or
illumination varying registration techniques. Phase correlation is often used for
modelling the translational offset between two images. Previously, it was often
used to solve image registration problems [122]. More recently, phase correlation
techniques have been used for modelling motion among moving images [112].
Given two images Ia(x, y) and Ib(x, y), the Fourier transform of these two images
can be represented by Fa(u, v) and Fb(u, v) respectively. The normalized correla-
tion cross-spectrum product, C(u′, v′) between these two images is computed by:
C(u′, v′) =
Fa(u, v) ◦ Fb(u, v)∗
|Fa(u, v) ◦ Fb(u, v)∗| , (6.5)
where ◦ is the element-wise product and ∗ represents the complex conjugate of
the Fourier image. The correlation coefficient which represents the translational
offset (ko, lo) is calculated by finding the local maxima of the inverse Fourier of
C(u′, v′) as follows:
(ko, lo) = argmaxC(u
′, v′). (6.6)
Since local level Gabor like Fourier descriptors are preferred over global descrip-
tors [121], instead of taking the whole phase correlation, a novel segmented local
approach is proposed which would enable to model the variations in a scene more
effectively.
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6.3.3 Proposed Localised Correlation Method
Let Ia and Ib are two images where Ib is a shifted version of Ia given by:
Ib(x, y) = Ia(x+ δx, y + δy), (6.7)
where δx and δy are shift in the x and y directions respectively. After taking the
Fourier transform of both the images, due to the shift property the images would
be:
Fb(u, v) = Fa(u, v)e
j(uωxc+vωyc) (6.8)
Therefore a phase difference in the frequency domain will occur due to a shift
in the phase spatial domain. By correlation theory, we know that the strength
of the relationship between these two images can be obtained by computing the
correlation between their phase offsets which in turn would denote the amount
of change between two images.
As shown in Figure 6.1, the Fourier transform was carried out for each frame. In
the proposed method, correlation between two images is defined as the cross-
spectrum product of the phase images. Between two given phase spectrum,
φa(u, v) and φb(u, v) of images Ia(x, y) and Ib(x, y), the global phase correlation
coefficient φC(u
′, v′) is computed by:
φC = Σφa(u, v) ◦ φb(u, v)∗. (6.9)
In the Frequency domain, due to the loss of spatial information, the frequencies
are evenly distributed over space and time. However, the spatial information
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Figure 6.1: Experimental design
loss in the Fourier domain can be compensated by the fact that in activity level
estimation, it can be assumed that there would be less or rapid changes to the
background of the scene. To have a more localized feature, the correlation co-
efficients are computed sector-wise. The sector-wise computation of the phase
coefficient is inspired by the Gabor orientations. The two most important pa-
rameters of the Gabor filters are the kernel size and the orientation. While the
kernel size is believed to filter out essential information from a frequency image,
the orientations help mimic the human visual cortex. The proposed localized
phase feature is computed sector-wise where each sector s is defined as:
s =
p2sinθcosθ
2
, (6.10)
where θ is orientation angle and p is given by:
p =
√
a2 + b2. (6.11)
The a and b correspond to the half of the horizontal axis and the imaginary axis
of the phase image respectively. Hence, the correlation coefficient is computed
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Figure 6.2: Localized sector of a Phase Images φ(u, v)
as:
φCs = Σφas(u, v) ◦ φbs(u, v)∗, (6.12)
where s denotes the sector number thereby giving s number of coefficients between
a pair of phase images as shown in Figure 6.2. The orientation angle θ is set to
45◦.
In a phase image the frequencies are evenly distributed over space and time where,
the higher frequencies tend to correspond to mainly noise and are distributed
towards the periphery of the horizontal axis, hence the change in the scene is more
effectively demonstrated with the correlation coefficients of the lower frequencies.
The experiments are carried out using two different sets where the value of a is
continually halved before computing the correlation coefficient. In this section,
the experimental results are presented. The experimental results are presented
in the following section.
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Table 6.1: Confusion matrix with localized phase correlation coefficient between
−pi to +pi and −pi/2 to +pi/2 of the horizontal axis
High Low No High Low No
High 0.75 0.30 0.17 High 1.00 0.10 0
Low 0.17 0.60 0.33 Low 0 0.85 0.25
No 0.08 0.10 0.50 No 0.08 0.05 0.75
Table 6.2: Confusion matrix with localized phase correlation coefficient between
−pi/4 to +pi/4 and −pi/8 to +pi/8 of the horizontal axis
High Low No High Low No
High 1.00 0.05 0 High 1.00 0 0
Low 0 0.95 0 Low 0 1.00 0
No 0 0 1.00 No 0 0 1.00
Table 6.3: Confusion matrix with full phase correlation and localized phase cor-
relation coefficient between −pi/16 to +pi/16 of the horizontal axis
High Low No High Low No
High 0.67 0.10 0.17 High 1.00 0 0
Low 0.08 0.45 0.08 Low 0 0.70 0.17
No 0.25 0.45 0.75 No 0 0.30 0.83
6.4 Results
It is known that the frequencies are uniformly spread along the horizontal axis
between −pi to +pi; where the higher frequencies tend to be near the periphery
of the phase image, while the lower frequencies tend to be near the origin. Using
the SADL dataset under the dual camera setup, in the first half of this set of
experiments, all the phase correlation coefficients are used as the feature for
classification. In the second half, the phase correlation coefficients between -pi/2
and +pi/2 are computed and used as the feature for classification.
The results for this set of experiments are presented in Table 6.1 and Table
6.2 where it can be observed that the performance increases considerably if we
discard the correlation coefficients of the higher frequencies. Higher frequencies
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Figure 6.3: ROC curve with phase correlation coefficient between −pi to +pi of
the real axis
in an phase image often refer to noise and do not contain meaningful and coherent
information. The correlation coefficients in this part of the phase image induce
errors which in turn affect the classification process. The improvement in the
performance of the correlation coefficients of the lower frequency prompted for
the second set of experiments to find out the optimal range on the horizontal axis
which would be representative of the motion within an image.
As mentioned before, the second set of experiments were carried out to find
the optimal range on the horizontal-axis which hold the most meaningful and
coherent information in the context of identifying motion. The first half of this
set of experiments, the correlation coefficients between −pi/4 to +pi/4 are taken
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Figure 6.4: ROC curve with phase correlation coefficient between −pi/2 to +pi/2
of the real axis
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Figure 6.5: ROC curve with phase correlation coefficient between −pi/4 to +pi/4
of the real axis
while in the second set of experiments, the range is halved to −pi/8 to +pi/8.
In this set of experiments, it is observed that performance continues to improve
when the range is made smaller. So the correlation coefficients of the lower
frequencies hold more coherent information about the type of motion than the
higher frequencies. It must also be noted that the higher frequencies do not
contribute much in motion estimation. In fact the correlation coefficients of the
higher frequencies tend to induce errors in the motion estimation process.
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Figure 6.6: ROC curve with phase correlation coefficient between −pi/8 to +pi/8
of the real axis
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Figure 6.7: Performance comparison of different ranges of the horizontal-axis of
phase image
6.5 Comparative Analysis
In the proposed method, the properties of the Fourier shift theorem is explored
to model motion. Firstly the proposed method is compared to the traditional
global phase shift method. The results of the phase correlation are presented in
Table 6.3. From the results, it is observed that the proposed localized correlation
features provide more insight about the different patterns of motion present in
the video.
The localized features are computed with varying kernel sizes to obtain the opti-
mal range of frequency coefficients needed to model motion. As shown in Figure
6.7, the range of −pi/8 to +pi/8 of the horizontal axis is enough to model sim-
ilar motion patterns for estimating activity levels. It is observed that even for
fewer frequency components, the High activity level still gets classified accurately,
however for complex activities, the performance deteriorates.
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(a) Feature Vector with motion-moments
feature
(b) Feature Vector with phase correlation
coeeficient between −pi/8 to +pi/8 of the
horizontal axis of 2D phase
Figure 6.8: ROC plot of the best feature in the pixel domain and sub-pixel domain
Comparing the features in the pixel domain and the frequency domain, it is ob-
served that the features in the frequency domain offer more coherent information
of amount of motion present in a scene. In the pixel domain, the motion-moments
are the most discriminative feature for activity level detection while in the sub-
pixel domain, the phase correlation values between −pi/8 to +pi/8 of the horizon-
tal axis are enough for modelling motion for activity level estimation as shown
in Figure 6.8.
As shown in Table 6.4, the No activity level where motion is less or negligible has
complete accuracy for both the domain. However for the activities with complex
motion, the performance in the sub-pixel domain is better than the pixel domain.
In the pixel domain, only translational motion is accounted as any other form
of change (specially non-translational and rotational) in a scene. On the other
hand in the frequency domain, the integer approximation in the pixel domain is
eliminated, therefore giving a more accurate representation of the change in a
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Table 6.4: Comparison Table between pixel domain and sub-pixel domain
pixel-domain
(motion-moments)
sub-pixel domain
(-pi/8 to +pi/8)
High 0.92 1.00
Low 0.90 1.00
No 1.00 1.00
Table 6.5: Overall performance of all the features for activity level detection
Performance
(in percentage)
pixel-domain
(motion-vectors)
84.1%
pixel-domain
(motion-HOG)
88.6%
pixel-domain
(motion-moments)
93.2%
sub-pixel domain
(-pi to +pi)
61.4%
sub-pixel domain
(-pi/2 to +pi/2)
86.4%
sub-pixel domain
(-pi/4 to +pi/4)
97.7%
sub-pixel domain
(-pi/8 to +pi/8)
100%
scene.
6.6 Summary
The overall performance of all the features used both in the pixel domain and the
Frequency domain is shown in Table 6.5. Under a dual camera setup with both
the camera equally biased, the proposed motion-moments features in the pixel
domain and the optimal range of frequencies in the frequency domain perform
the best.
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In this chapter, activity level estimation is carried out using a novel localized
phase correlation method in the Frequency domain. Using the phase proper-
ties of the Fourier transform to estimate motion, experiments are carried out to
estimate activity level using the same classification parameters as the previous
chapter. The phase correlation coefficients act as a more discriminative feature
for motion estimation for activity level estimation than the proposed features in
pixel domain. Experiments show that the phase correlation coefficients of only
the lower frequencies (−pi/8 to +pi/8 of the horizontal axis of 2D phase) are
enough for modelling motion for activity level estimation.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
This thesis presents the research of a project which is a part of a multi-disciplinary
network within The University of Sheffield whose aim was to explore and inves-
tigate novel technological solutions/interventions for older adults. The specific
research focus of this project was to investigate the use of visual sensors and
propose an effective metric to measure the amount of activity undertaken for
lifestyle monitoring systems. The rest of the chapter is arranged as follows. Sec-
tion 1 details the conclusions to this thesis detailing a brief summary of each
of the chapters and section 2 details the possible future directions in which this
research can be taken forward.
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7.1 Conclusions to the Thesis
The overall motivation for this work is the rising population of older adults and
the need to have novel technological solutions/interventions to promote indepen-
dence among the ageing population. There are several strands to how technology
is being used as enabler to better and healthier living for vulnerable individu-
als. Here, the focus has been on lifestyle/behavioural systems which can be used
to monitor the amount of activities undertaken by an individual. Such systems
have mostly employed non-visual sensors of activity understanding. The use of
visual sensors for lifestyle monitoring has been mostly restricted to observational
purposes. The use of the visual data for automatically analysing and inferring
information about a scene has not been widely investigated or reported. This is
one of the first studies which looks into the use and efficacy of estimating activity
levels using visual sensors in daily monitoring of activities among older adults.
Visual sensors offer much more contextual information about an environment
and its occupants with a rather simpler infrastructure. However, it must also be
noted that visual data is extremely intrusive and can lead to privacy concerns.
As mentioned in the earlier chapters, this thesis investigates the acceptability
of visual sensors for monitoring systems, establishes the metric [activity level]
that needs to be estimated and then proposes features for effectively estimating
activity levels.
In Chapter 3, the findings of the focus groups are presented. Though vision-
based activity recognition or monitoring is a relatively new research domain, it
was found out that there is a growing acceptance of a concept of such a technology
as long as it provides a safe and independent environment. Some participants
did express their concern about privacy, but an overall consensus was that if
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the ethical, legal and practical issues of a vision-based technology are carefully
examined, then using cameras would be an acceptable solution. Though the
discussions of the focus groups ranged from the usability of technology in modern
lives to the importance of the monitoring technologies, the main focus of the
discussion was about how comfortable and safe would they feel about having a
camera at home for themselves or a family member. Following the analysis of the
focus group, a model for using visual sensors for monitoring is presented. The
model has a high level representation and a more granular level representation.
In Chapter 4, the concept of activity levels as opposed to activities is defined
using literature and subjective evaluation. One of the major challenges of this
study was finding a bench-mark dataset to evaluate algorithms. Publicly avail-
able activity recognition datasets for assisted living often defeat the purpose of
activity recognition within assisted living. For this work, a new bench-marking
dataset was created. The dataset was annotated based on the previously pre-
sented definitions of activity levels.
In Chapter 5, the methodology to estimate activity levels are presented. Since
this is the first work to estimate activity levels, initially simple features like
motion magnitude are used to estimate activity levels. These results were used
as baseline results for performance comparison to the proposed features under a
single camera set-up as well as dual camera set-up. Initially, the motion-HOG
features are used to estimate activity levels, which are marginally better than the
results of the motion-vectors. However, the proposed motion-moments feature
outperforms the baseline results and the motion-HOG features by a large margin
under the dual camera setup.
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In Chapter 6, the quest for an optimum feature for activity level estimation is
continued. In the pixel domain, computation of motion features is expensive.
Also the optic flow only accounts for translational motion. For other types of
motion, or to find out the true change in a scene, the Frequency domain offers
more information than the pixel domain as it models sub-pixel motion as well.
Using the phase properties of the Fourier domain, motion is modelled for activity
level estimation. A localized phase correlation method is proposed to map the
activity levels and the results are compared with that in the pixel domain.
This thesis emphasizes on finding the best feature for activity level detection
using a visual sensor. The experiments are carried out on a novel dataset. While
activity level is not the only indicator of one’s lifestyle, it definitely forms a non-
intrusive metric to determine the amount of activity. Visual data offers more
information than just motion which can be explored in the future for a holistic
lifestyle monitoring system.
7.2 Future Work
This thesis is a result of an interdisciplinary research study, it offers notable future
directions which can be extended to various avenues of research within assisted
living domains in health service research and computer vision. Activity Level is
just one of the indicators that can be used to contribute to the measurement of the
overall behaviour or lifestyle of an individual. While each of the components of
the presented granular monitoring system needs a detailed study before designing,
here are some of the broad directions that this research can be taken forward in-
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• The 4As model:
– An acceptability study using a mixed methods approach on visual
sensor based monitoring systems with focus groups, interviews, ques-
tionnaires and surveys.
– Conduct in home trails to evaluate and address the practical challenges
of implementing the 4As model.
• Motion modelling for Activity Level:
– Propose novel motion tracking algorithms invariant to usual computer
vision problems like occlusion, shadow detection etc.
– Model a dynamic background scene with visual saliency based ap-
proach to track a single individual within a multi-people environment.
The visual saliency model can also be extended to have an ego-centric
vision of one’s daily activities.
– Use an extra channel of information (RGB-D) for approximating the
exact location of an individual within a room. With the extra chan-
nel of data, more contextual information can be added to model and
identify the behavioural patterns of an individual.
– Evaluate the real time efficacy of estimating activity levels for be-
haviour modelling on modern digital processing boards.
• Extend the SADL dataset to include more activities of daily living and
possibly more classes of activity levels. Though the SADL dataset has
been subjectively evaluated and annotated, there is scope to identify more
complex activities and classify them according to different activity level
based on subjective and technical evaluations.
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• Explore the possibility of an adaptive biasing of a multi-camera setup to
improve efficiency and computation.
• Using visual analytic to represent and model real-life activity level data.
This data can be further utilized and fused with other data for behaviour
modelling and anomaly detection. Based on the behavioural pattern, a
personalized profile for each user can be established to predict one’s failing
health condition.
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Appendix A
Different Activities of the SADL
dataset
Images of the different activities of the SADL dataset are presented here. All the
9 identified activities as listed in Table 4.5 under the two illumination conditions
from each of the camera angles. As mentioned in Chapter 4, both the camera
angles are synchronized for the dataset.
(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
Figure A.1: ‘Use Fridge’ activity from both Camera Angles with indoor light
switched on
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(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
Figure A.2: ‘Use Over (Plate In)’ activity from both Camera Angles with indoor
light switched on
(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
Figure A.3: ‘Use Over (Plate Out)’ activity from both Camera Angles with indoor
light switched on
(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
Figure A.4: ‘Pour Water’ activity from both Camera Angles with indoor light
switched on
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(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
Figure A.5: ‘Use Cupboard’ activity from both Camera Angles with indoor light
switched on
(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
Figure A.6: ‘Wash Plate’ activity from both Camera Angles with indoor light
switched on
(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
Figure A.7: ‘Watch Television’ activity from both Camera Angles with indoor
light switched off
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(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
Figure A.8: ‘Reading Book’ activity from both Camera Angles with indoor light
switched off
(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
Figure A.9: ‘Sitting Idle’ activity from both Camera Angles with indoor light
switched off
(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
Figure A.10: ‘Walking’ activity in the Kitchen from both Camera Angles with
indoor light switched on
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(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
Figure A.11: ‘Walking’ activity in the Living room from both Camera Angles
with indoor light switched off
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Appendix B
Training State Results of the
Trained Neural Network Model
for various Experiments
The training state results for all the experiments are presented in this appendix.
Training state results show the number of iterations (epochs) needed for each of
the neural network model to reach the minimum gradient. The minimum gradient
and the iteration at which the training was stopped is mentioned along with the
each of the figures.
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(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
Figure B.1: Training state results for the motion-HOG feature under single cam-
era setup
(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
Figure B.2: Training state results for the motion-moment feature under single
camera setup
(a) Camera 1 (b) Camera 2
Figure B.3: Training state results for all the three features under single camera
setup
(a) Baseline (b) motion-HOG feature
Figure B.4: Training state results for the baseline experiment and motion-HOG
feature under dual camera setup
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(a) motion-moment feature (b) all 3 features
Figure B.5: Training state results for the motion-moment feature and all three
features fused together under dual camera setup
(a) −pi to pi (b) −pi/2 to pi/2
Figure B.6: Training state results for the phase-based features for real axis ranges
(a) −pi/4 to pi/4 (b) −pi/8 to pi/8
Figure B.7: Training state results for the phase-based features for real axis ranges
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Appendix C
Additional Results for the Real
Time Experiment
For a continuous monitoring system, estimation of activity levels should be done
at real-time. To test the initial assumptions of using motion vectors and mo-
tion density as features for activity level estimation, the experiments are further
simulated on the low computation processing Beagle board. The figure and the
description of the beagle-board are presented shown in Appendix C.
The performance of the classification is the same as the baseline results. However,
in real time applications, along with accuracy, computation time is also impor-
Table C.1: Detection Time on Beagle board
Average Detection Time
(in seconds)
Subject 1 27.89
Subject 2 26.38
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tant. Since the feature extraction and the estimation task was carried out using a
low computation power processor, the time to process and extract features from
memory intensive data like images is critical. This experiment was carried out
to test the practicality of an activity level estimation system for a continuous
monitoring solution [123]. The time shown in TABLE C.1, is the average time
required to predict an activity level.
Beagle Board is an open source, low computation power, low cost hardware de-
signed by Texas Instruments. The BeagleBoard used for the experiments is the
Rev C3 version. It has a ARM Cortex-A8 processor (OMAP3530) with an ex-
ternal microSD card of 4GB. The board has been booted up with the LINUX
distribution.
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Figure C.1: Beagle-board
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Appendix D
SADL Dataset Consent Forms
The actors in the dataset were colleagues within the research group and each
of them had voluntarily participated in the activity. Following are the signed
consent forms for participation.
The Consent forms have been removed for the electronic version.
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Appendix E
Ethical Clearance
Ethics Application The following application was used to obtain the Ethical
Clearance from The University of Sheffield to conduct the Focus Groups. The
application was reviewed by the Ethics reviewers of the Department of Electronic
and Electrical Engineering and the School of Health and Related Research within
The University of Sheffield.
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University Research 
Ethics Application Form 
for Staff and PGRs 
 
  
This form has been approved by the University Research Ethics Committee (UREC) 
 
 
Date:             
Name of applicant: Mr. Sandipan Pal 
Research project title: Adaptive Lifestyle Monitoring 
 
 
 
Complete this form if you are a member of staff or a postgraduate research student who 
plans to undertake a research project which requires ethics approval via the University 
Ethics Review Procedure. 
 
 
or  
 
 
Complete this form if you plan to submit a ‘generic’ research ethics application (i.e. an 
application that will cover several sufficiently similar research projects). Information on 
the ‘generic’ route is at: www.sheffield.ac.uk/ris/other/gov-ethics/ethicspolicy/approval-
procedure/review-procedure/generic-research-projects  
 
 
If you are an undergraduate or a postgraduate-taught student, this is the wrong form.   
 
PLEASE NOTE THAT YOUR DEPARTMENT MAY USE A VARIATION OF THIS FORM: PLEASE CHECK WITH 
THE ETHICS ADMINISTRATOR IN YOUR DEPARTMENT 
 
This form should be accompanied, where appropriate, by all Information Sheets/Covering 
Letters/Written Scripts which you propose to use to inform the prospective participants about the 
proposed research, and/or by a Consent Form where you need to use one. 
 
Further guidance on how to apply is at: www.shef.ac.uk/ris/other/gov-ethics/ethicspolicy/approval-
procedure/review-procedure   
 
Guidance on the possible routes for obtaining ethics approval (i.e. on the University Ethics Review Procedure, 
the NHS procedure and the Social Care Research Ethics Committee, and the Alternative procedure) is at: 
www.shef.ac.uk/ris/other/gov-ethics/ethicspolicy/approval-procedure/ethics-approval   
 
Once you have completed this research ethics application form in full, and other documents where 
appropriate, check that your name, the title of your research project and the date is contained in the footer of 
each page and email it to the Ethics Administrator of your academic department. Please note that the original 
signed and dated version of ‘Part B’ of the application form should also be provided to the Ethics Administrator 
in hard copy.  Ethics Administrators are listed at: 
www.shef.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.99105!/file/Ethics-Administrators.pdf  
 
I confirm that I have read the current version of the University of Sheffield ‘Ethics Policy 
Governing Research Involving Human Participants, Personal Data and Human Tissue’, as 
shown on the University’s research ethics website at: www.shef.ac.uk/ris/other/gov-
ethics/ethicspolicy  
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Part A 
 
A1.  Title of Research Project:  Adaptive Lifestyle Monitoring 
 
 
A2. Contact person (normally the Principal Investigator, in the case of staff-led research 
projects, or the student in the case of supervised-postgraduate researcher projects): 
  
 Title: Mr. 
 Post: PGR student  
 Email: s.pal@sheffield.ac.uk 
 
Name: Sandipan Pal 
Department: : Department of Electronic and 
Electrical Engineering 
Telephone: 
 
A2.1.    Is this a postgraduate researcher project?  If yes, please provide the Supervisor’s contact 
details: 
 
 Title: Dr. 
 Post: Lecturer 
 Email: c.abhayaratne@sheffield.ac.uk 
 
Name: Charith Abhayaratne 
Department: Department of Electronic and 
Electrical Engineering 
Telephone: (+44) (0)114 222 5893
 
A2.2. Other key investigators/co-applicants (within/outside University), where applicable.  Please 
list all (add more if necessary): 
  
 Title: Prof.  
 Post: Professor  
 Email: mark.hawley@sheffield.ac.uk 
 
Name: Mark Hawley 
Department: School of Health and Related 
Research 
Telephone:  (+44) (0)114 222 0682
 
 Title:  
 Post:  
 Email:  
Name:  
Department:  
Telephone: 
 
A3. Proposed Project Duration: 
  
Start date: 1/10/2011 End date: 30/9/2015  
 
A4. Mark ‘X’ in one or more of the following boxes if your research: 
 
  involves adults with mental incapacity or mental illness  
 
   
  involves prisoners or others in custodial care (e.g. young offenders) 
 
   
  involves children or young people aged under 18 years  
 
   
  involves using samples of human biological material collected before for another purpose 
 
   
  involves taking new samples of human biological material (e.g. blood, tissue) * 
 
   
  involves testing a medicinal product * 
 
   
  involves taking new samples of human biological material (e.g. blood, tissue) * 
 
   
  involves additional radiation above that required for clinical care * 
 
   
  involves investigating a medical device * 
 
 
  is social care research 
 
 
  is ESRC funded 
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* If you have marked boxes marked * then you also need to obtain confirmation that appropriate 
University insurance is in place. The procedure for doing so is entirely by email. Please send an email 
addressed to insurance@shef.ac.uk and request a copy of the ‘Clinical Trial Insurance Application Form’. 
It is recommended that you familiarise yourself with the University’s Ethics Policy Governing 
Research Involving Human Participants, Personal Data and Human Tissue before completing the 
following questions.  Please note that if you provide sufficient information about the research 
(what you intend to do, how it will be carried out and how you intend to minimise any risks), this 
will help the ethics reviewers to make an informed judgement quickly without having to ask for 
further details. 
 
A5. Briefly summarise: 
 
i. The project’s aims and objectives: 
(this must be in language comprehensible to a lay person) 
 
 
Aim –  
The main aim of the project is to address the technological challenges involved in the design and 
development of a video-based lifestyle monitoring system.  
 
Objectives –  
1. Identification of the socio-technical relevance of a video-based lifestyle monitoring system – 
a qualitative study to explore the relevance and acceptance of a camera-based technology. 
2. To study the various computer vision techniques for feature extraction and tracking  
3. To design an activity level detector using motion patterns within video sequences 
4. To fuse the activity level information with postural features for event detection. 
5. To propose a complete framework for a video-based monitoring system for assisted living 
through monitoring of the individual along with the ambient parameter. 
 
In this research we would like to explore the use of camera instead of the conventional sensors for a 
monitoring technology.  
This study is intended to attain the objective number 1 of the project.  
The alarming increase in the elderly population in the next 50 years envisages an increasing need of 
technology to support the daily living of elderly people. Research has shown that there might be a 
link between the health of a person and the daily activities that is being undertaken. The 
technologies are deployed to monitor the activities and draw conclusions to foresee a potential 
decline in the health condition. Most of the present lifestyle monitoring technologies is typically 
sensor-based solutions (like smoke detectors, infra-red sensors), where a number of embedded or 
body-worn sensors are deployed or connected over a network to monitor activities of an individual. 
In this research we would want to explore the use of camera for monitoring the activities.  
A lifestyle monitoring system should be a continuous collection of non-intrusive data which is 
representative of ones well-being. Visual Data is contextually rich and can provide with a lot of 
information about ones’ daily living. However being constantly recorded by a camera is extremely 
intrusive. This study is aimed at achieving the objective number 1 of the project that is to understand 
the relevance and potential privacy concerns of the users regarding a video-based monitoring 
system. 
We intend to organize focus group discussion to identify the possible concerns of the users regarding 
video-based monitoring systems. Focus groups are group discussions involving 6-8 people to discuss 
about a certain topic. 
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ii. The project’s methodology: 
(this must be in language comprehensible to a lay person) 
 
 
Focus groups are a qualitative research technique to understand the opinions, concerns of the 
potential users of the system. A monitoring technology has two stake-holders, the carers and the 
users. In our focus groups we will address the concerns of the latter group. Though the carers have 
expressed their displeasure in only addressing the concerns of the users in [1] while designing such 
technology; most of the technologies used or discussed about in that research was sensor-based. 
The existing acceptability studies done so far suggest that users would accept video-based system in 
principle with the condition that they feel that it would make a real difference to their well-being. 
However, the gap between the acceptability in principle and the consent to adopt the technology 
can only be reduced by developing the technology together with the study of user needs [2]. Usually 
3 to 4 groups with selected for a focus group study [3]. 
 
Study participants 
Anyone who falls within the age category of the groups is eligible to participate in the discussion. No 
specific expertise, technical knowledge or medical condition is required for participating in this 
study. 
     Inclusion criteria –  
             Any individual who falls within the particular age bracket [above 70years, 45-70years] and are 
healthy can participate in the discussion.  
             Participants who have a little understanding of basic technology and enjoy living 
independently would be particularly welcomed. 
             The participants would ned to be physically mobile and relatively healthy in order to 
commute to the location of where the focus group would be held. The venue for the focus group 
would definitely have the ‘ease of access’ option.  
              Adequate English language skills in order to understand and follow the instructions.  
              Must consent to being audio-recorded as a part of the focus group participation. 
              Living in the community.  
  
     Exclusion criteria – 
             A potential participant who meets any of the following criteria will be excluded from 
participation in this study: 
                  Any severe medical condition that may affect the understanding and participation process. 
                  Severe sensory deficits (specially speech and hearing) 
                  Visual impairments (that cannot be corrected with glasses or contact lenses to within 
normal or near normal limits) 
[The participants would be allowed to bring in their carers if they wish to. The carers can attend to 
the needs of the participants during the study. The researchers need to be informed before if the 
participants are bringing in carers. However the carer would not be allowed to make any 
contribution to the focus group discussions. ] 
The participants are expected to be involved only for about 1.5 hours to 2 hours (excluding time for 
travelling) for one day. 
 
Location of the focus group meeting –  
The Focus groups would be held within the newly setup HOMELAB of the University. The address for 
the HOMELAB is – 
        The Innovation Centre,  
        217 Portobello Street,  
        Sheffield S1 4DP 
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If the HOMELAB is unavailable, then a meeting room within the University will be booked. 
[Please note that the venue for the group discussion would definitely have the ‘ease of access’ 
option] 
 
The date and the time for the discussion is negotiable based on the availability of the participants 
and the venue.  
The time would be scheduled within the working hours of a normal working day. 
 
 
The focus group discussion would ideally last for about 1.5 hours to 2 hours and would be broken up 
into 4 stages 
 
PLAN for the focus groups 
Stage I : Introduction  
1. Welcome 
2. A brief introductory presentation about the study 
3. Individual introductions 
Stage II : The opening discussion  
1. Presentation on Video-based monitoring Technology and its advantages (demos of 
gesture recognition or other computer vision based examples would be shown. The 
demos are intended to gain confidence among the participants about the recent 
advancements of camera-based technologies in different domains.)  
2. Discussion 
Stage III : Demo and discussion  
1. A brief demonstration of a video-based system (video/animation based) 
2. Discussion  
a. What sort of activities/events should the technology identify for their profile? 
b. Where and how would they like the video information to be stored? 
c. To whom should this information be disclosed to? Would they like to control it?  
Stage IV : Concluding remarks  
 
Data Analysis 
The data generated from the focus groups would be qualitatively analysed on two broad themes 
such as – 
1. General attitude towards video-based monitoring system 
2. Privacy concerns and acceptability 
More themes might evolve during the analysis of the data 
 
 
References- 
[1] H. Thompson and S. Thielke, “How do health care providers perceive technologies for monitoring 
older adults?,” in Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society, 2009, EMBC 2009. Annual 
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International Conference of IEEE, pp. 4315-4318, 2009. 
[2] F. Cardinaux, D. Bhowmik, C. Abhayaratne and M. S. Hawley, “Video based technology for 
ambient assisted living: A review of the literature,” Journal of Ambient Intelligence and Smart 
Environments, vol. 3, no. 3, pp. 253-269  
[3] R. A. Krueger, Focus groups: A practical guide for applied research. Sage, 2009.  
 
A6. What is the potential for physical and/or psychological harm/distress to participants? 
 
 
There should none or very low risk of physical or psychological harm/ distress to the participants. 
The focus groups and the discussions would be non-intrusive and would focus on how much a video 
based monitoring system would be acceptable.  
Proper University identification will be shown while approaching the voluntary organizations or any 
individuals. 
The focus group would take place during the working hours of a normal working weekday.  
 
 
 
A7. Does your research raise any issues of personal safety for you or other researchers 
involved in the project? (especially if taking place outside working hours or off University 
premises) 
 
No. 
The Focus groups would be held within the University premises during the normal working hours of 
a normal working weekday. 
A researcher may approach the voluntary organizations alone to reach the information booklet or 
speak about the proposed study. During such events, the researcher would notify his supervisors. 
All the personal records of the participants would be kept confidential with the researchers. 
During recruitment and also before participation, it would be explained to the participants that the 
group discussions are not entirely confidential. It would be explained that this is more of the 
discussion forum where they can discuss about their feelings on a particular topic. 
More details about this is there on the Information Booklet.  
 
If yes, explain how these issues will be managed. 
 
 
 
A8. How will the potential participants in the project be: 
 
i. Identified? 
 
 
The study intends to have 3 focus groups with 6 to 10 people in each group. The participants will be 
identified based on their age and the participation would be completely voluntary. They can opt out 
of the discussion whenever they wish to. 
 
Focus group 
No. 
No. of 
participants 
Age group Purpose 
1 6-10 Above 70 years To identify the potential privacy 
concerns and their reactions to a video-
based technology. To evaluate the 
reliability and acceptance of a camera- 
based monitoring technology.  
2 6-10 Above 70 years 
3 6-10 Between 45 to 70 years 
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Group 1 and 2 are identified as potential users of a video-based system. Group 3 has a different age 
range because they would be the future users of such a monitoring system. As technology has 
evolved rapidly over the last two decades, the perception towards a new technology of individuals 
between the age group of 45 and 70 is also supposed to be different. 
 
ii. Approached? 
 
 
The local voluntary organizations would be approached to recruit the participants of the focus 
groups. There will be provided with several copies of the Information booklets that they can 
distribute among their members. They would also be given a sample of the Consent form which the 
prospective participants may have a look at.  
Participation in the study will be voluntary.  
For the third group [age category between 45-70 years], volunteers from within the University may 
be asked to participate. 
Potential participants who express interest in participation would be given an Information booklet 
along with the contact information of the researchers for any queries. The participants will be given 
a minimum of 24 hours to decide whether they would like to participate in the discussion. The 
researcher would try to gain confidence among the prospective participants and answer their 
queries and concerns about participation. 
After the participants agree to participate in the discussion, if they want to withdraw, they would 
need to inform the researchers at least 48 hours before the scheduled date. 
Before participation, all research participants would be asked to sign a ‘Consent form’. 
 
 
 
 
iii. Recruited? 
 
 
Research participants would be recruited through local voluntary organizations. The participants 
who fall within the above mentioned age category can participate in the study. No specific expertise, 
technical knowledge or medical condition is required for participating in this study.  
However since the proceeding of the discussion would be audio-recorded, and later transcribed, 
individuals with severe speech impairment would find it difficult to participate in the discussion. 
The researchers would approach the voluntary organizations and set up a meeting with the 
administrative staff of the organization. During the meeting, he would explain about the study and 
also hand them over the information booklets to be distributed among the members. When 
approaching the organizations, the researcher would always carry the University ID. 
The researcher would keep in touch with the organization and as soon as the number of participants 
is reached for one of the groups, a date based on the availability of the participants would be 
finalized. 
This process would be continued till the proposed number of focus groups is conducted. 
 
Carers involvement is subjected to pre-notification and the choice of the participants. 
 
For group 3 [age bracket between 45 and 70 years], emails can be sent within the University 
network, to ask for participants. 
 
 
A9. Will informed consent be obtained from the participants? 
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 Yes  No  
 
If informed consent or consent is NOT to be obtained please explain why.  Further 
guidance is at: www.shef.ac.uk/ris/other/gov-ethics/ethicspolicy/policy-notes/consent  
 
 
 
A9.1.   This question is only applicable if you are planning to obtain informed consent: 
How do you plan to obtain informed consent? (i.e. the proposed process?): 
 
 
All participants will be provided with a copy of Information booklet and Consent Form prior to 
consent for participation being requested. The participants would be given at least 24 hours to think 
about whether they would like to participate in the discussion or not. They can also contact the 
researchers if they want to ask any questions about the study. After the participants have agreed, a 
suitable date would be fixed based on the availability of the participants.  
The study and the questions would be explained to the participants prior to the study. The 
researcher will respond to all the queries of the participants regarding the study. The participation of 
all participants would be voluntary.  
Before participation, the participants would have to sign a Consent Form. All the Consent Forms 
would be kept securely by the researchers for their record. 
Details of this are explained in the Information booklet and consent form. 
 
 
Remember to attach your consent form and information sheet (where appropriate) 
 
 
A10.   What measures will be put in place to ensure confidentiality of personal data, where 
appropriate? 
 
 
All participants would sign a ‘Consent form’ that would confirm that their participation is voluntary 
and the data collected would only be used for research purpose. It has been clearly mentioned as to 
how the data will be collected and where it would be kept.  
In the Information booklet, it is clearly mentioned that all personal details would be kept strictly 
confidential. Since focus groups are like group discussions, fellow participants might get to know 
about the views of a particular participant during the meeting. However no audio or transcribed files 
would be made available to them.  
All the data will be stored securely in a password protected University computer. Back-ups might be 
kept in Departmental server for security. The identity of the participants will be encrypted using a 
number system (code name). After the audio recordings are transferred onto a university computer, 
the memory of the recorder would be formatted. 
The identity of the individuals will not be disclosed in any report or publication. If any quotation is 
used, then the participant’s identity will be made anonymous.   
The notes taken during the discussion, the audio files, and the transcribed files will be available only 
for the researchers (PhD Student and supervisors). The files can be used only for research purposes.  
After the conclusion of the project, the files would be further kept in the University archives for a 
period of 3 years and only the researcher associated with this project would have access to them. 
Following the 3 year period, the data would be deleted from the University servers. 
The participants need to agree on this as mentioned in the Information booklet and the Consent 
Form.  
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A11. Will financial/in kind payments (other than reasonable expenses and compensation for 
time) be offered to participants? (Indicate how much and on what basis this has been 
decided) 
 
 
No. 
There would be light refreshments (tea, coffee, biscuits) during the discussions. 
Reimbursement of the travel costs of the participants to the University is negotiable. 
 
 
 
A12.  Will the research involve the production of recorded media such as audio and/or video 
recordings? 
 
 YES  NO  
 
A12.1. This question is only applicable if you are planning to produce recorded media: 
How will you ensure that there is a clear agreement with participants as to how these 
recorded media may be stored, used and (if appropriate) destroyed? 
 
 
Audio recordings. 
The proceedings of the focus groups will be recorded. Permission will be sought before any 
recordings through the ‘Consent form’. All information will be kept strictly confidential by the 
researchers. The recordings will be stored securely at the university and only will be used for the 
purposes of the research. After the project ends, the recordings will be stored in a secure, locked 
university archive space. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Guidance on a range of ethical issues, including safety and well-being, consent and anonymity, 
confidentiality and data protection are available at: www.shef.ac.uk/ris/other/gov-
ethics/ethicspolicy/policy-notes  
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University Research Ethics Application Form - Part B - The Signed Declaration 
 
Title of Research Project: 
 
 
Adaptive Lifestyle Monitoring 
 
I confirm my responsibility to deliver the research project in accordance with the University of Sheffield’s 
policies and procedures, which include the University’s ‘Financial Regulations’, ‘Good Research Practice 
Standards’ and the ‘Ethics Policy Governing Research Involving Human Participants, Personal Data and Human 
Tissue’ (Ethics Policy) and, where externally funded, with the terms and conditions of the research funder. 
 
In signing this research ethics application form I am also confirming that: 
 
 The form is accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.  
 
 The project will abide by the University’s Ethics Policy. 
 
 There is no potential material interest that may, or may appear to, impair the independence and 
objectivity of researchers conducting this project. 
 
 Subject to the research being approved, I undertake to adhere to the project protocol without unagreed 
deviation and to comply with any conditions set out in the letter from the University ethics reviewers 
notifying me of this. 
 
 I undertake to inform the ethics reviewers of significant changes to the protocol 
(by contacting my academic department’s Ethics Administrator in the first instance). 
 
 I am aware of my responsibility to be up to date and comply with the requirements of the law and 
relevant guidelines relating to security and confidentiality of personal data, including the need to register 
when necessary with the appropriate Data Protection Officer (within the University the Data Protection 
Officer is based in CiCS). 
 
 I understand that the project, including research records and data, may be subject to inspection for audit 
purposes, if required in future. 
 
 I understand that personal data about me as a researcher in this form will be held by those involved in the 
ethics review procedure (e.g. the Ethics Administrator and/or ethics reviewers) and that this will be 
managed according to Data Protection Act principles. 
 
 If this is an application for a ‘generic’ project, all the individual projects that fit under the generic project 
are compatible with this application. 
 
 I understand that this project cannot be submitted for ethics approval in more than one department, 
and that if I wish to appeal against the decision made, this must be done through the original 
department. 
 
Name of the Principal Investigator (or the name of the Supervisor if this is a postgraduate 
researcher project): 
 
Dr. Charith Abhayaratne 
 
If this is a postgraduate researcher project, insert the student’s name here: 
 
Mr. Sandipan Pal 
 
Signature of Principal Investigator (or the Supervisor): 
 
 
 
Date: 
 
 
Email the completed application form and provide a signed, hard copy of ‘Part B’ to the Ethics 
Administrator (also enclose, if relevant, other documents). 
 
                                                                            
 
 
One signed copy to be kept by the participant and one copy by the researcher. 
 
 
 
 
Consent Form for Participation in the focus group for the project Adaptive 
Lifestyle Monitoring 
   
Please tick all the boxes.  
 
1. I have read and understood the Information booklet about the study and I have 
had the opportunity to ask questions about the project. 
 
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary. If I wish to not participate in the 
study group, then I would notify the researcher at least 48 hours prior to the 
meeting date. During the focus group, should I not wish to answer any 
particular question or questions, I am free to decline. 
  
3. I agree that the proceedings of the focus groups would be audio-taped and 
transcribed. The transcription files would be securely kept in University 
archives. Only the researchers of the project (PhD student and the 
supervisors) would have access to the archives. 
 
4. I understand that the information I provide will be kept strictly among the 
researchers and the group that I participate in. The information will be securely 
stored and access to my responses will be restricted to the researchers 
working on this project. After the conclusion of the project, the transcription 
files would be kept for a period of 3 years within the University archives and 
only the researchers previously associated with the project would have access 
to them.   
  
5. I understand that my identity will not be revealed in any report produced out of 
the research. 
 
6. Once I have participated in the focus group, I agree to any information I 
provide being used for the purposes of the study and kept in the University 
archives for 3 years after the project concludes. 
 
7. I agree to take part in the study (focus group). 
 
Participant 
 
Researcher 
 
Witness 
 
 
Signature 
 
 
Signature 
 
 
Signature 
 
 
Name 
 
 
Name 
 
 
Name 
 
Date 
 
Date 
 
Date 
 
                                                                                                                                 
 
Contact Us: Mr. Sandipan Pal (PhD Student)        : 0 794 643 5948, s.pal@sheffield.ac.uk 
                      Dr. Charith Abhayaratne (Lecturer) : 0 114 222 5893, c.abhayaratne@sheffield.ac.uk                                      
                      Prof. Mark Hawley (Professor)          : 0 114 222 0682, mark.hawley@sheffield.ac.uk 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Come and participate in the focus-groups. 
As a part of a research project within The 
University of Sheffield, titled ‘Adaptive 
Lifestyle Monitoring’, we are welcoming 
people to participate in a focus group to 
discuss about issues regarding video-based 
monitoring technologies. It is a fantastic 
opportunity to voice out your concerns and 
thoughts about a technology of the future 
over a cup of tea and cakes. 
The discussion would last about 2 hours and 
would be held within the working hours of a 
weekday.  
Where will the discussion be held? 
   HOMELAB,  
   The University of Sheffield. 
   The Innovation Centre, 
   217, Portobello Street, 
   Sheffield, S1 4DP 
 
Read through this Information Booklet carefully to know more about the research study  
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Information Booklet for the participants of the focus 
group 
 
You are being invited to participate in a group discussion for a 
project named Adaptive Lifestyle Monitoring. The main purpose of 
the study is to explore the relevance of a video-based monitoring 
system and also the privacy concerns of having a camera/visual 
sensor within the house. This study is a part of a PhD project in order 
to understand the context and relevance of a video-based lifestyle 
monitoring system.  
Please read through this information booklet carefully before 
deciding whether to participate in the study. 
 
What is the purpose of this research? 
The alarming increase in the elderly population in the next 50 years 
envisages an increasing need of technology to support the daily living 
of elderly people. Extensive research is being carried out all around 
the world to develop these technologies for a better and secure 
future. These technologies are often termed as ‘Assisted Living 
technologies’ or ‘Lifestyle Monitoring technologies’. Lifestyle 
monitoring technologies are information and communication 
technology to assist, improve and monitor the daily living of the old 
and vulnerable population. The three main aims of such a technology 
are 
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 promote greater independence 
 provide a safe and secure environment  
 reduce the health-costs 
Research has shown that there might be a link between the health of 
a person and the daily activities that is being undertaken. The 
technologies are deployed to monitor the activities and draw 
conclusions to foresee a potential decline in the health condition. 
Most of the present lifestyle monitoring technologies is typically 
sensor-based solutions, where a number of embedded or body-worn 
sensors are deployed or connected over a network to monitor 
activities of an individual. In this research we would want to explore 
the use of camera for monitoring the activities.  
 
What is a camera-based solution? 
A camera-based solution is one where a single or multiple cameras 
take images/videos of the room and the computer automatically 
analyses those images to deduce useful information for the carers or 
family. Camera-based solutions are becoming increasingly popular in 
various domains of our living like surveillance (CCTV footage), 
creative media industry, automated traffic management etc. A 
camera-based solution for a monitoring technology is a next 
generation technology. With your participation in this study, you 
would be able to contribute your views for a social technology of the 
future.  
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What are the advantages of using a camera instead of sensors? 
It is said that ‘A picture is worth a thousand words.’ So having a 
picture or a video sequence of a particular scenario would tell us 
more about the situation.  
A relatively fewer number of cameras are needed to installed within 
the dwelling instead of a complex network of sensors.  
Visual data (images/videos) is contextually rich than sensor data. 
Recorded video sequences would also help the individual to learn 
more about their own daily living and what all changes would be 
needed for their own safety. 
 
What is the purpose of this study? 
Monitoring technologies often collect important information about 
ones’ daily living. Though the fundamental advantage of using a 
camera is the fact that a lot of information can be gathered from 
images and videos, however images and videos of ones’ daily living 
can be intrusive. This study is about understanding the usability and 
acceptance of a camera-based monitoring technology. Images/ Video 
sequences are extremely sensitive data and we would like to know 
about the privacy concerns of the users of such a technology.  
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Who can take part in the research? 
Any individual above the age of 70 years can take part in this study.  
We would also be running 1 group discussion session for participants 
between the age of 45 and 70 years of age.  
There is no restriction apart from the age bracket to participate in 
the study. However it must be noted the proceedings of the 
discussion would be audio-recorded and so anyone with severe 
speech impairment would find it difficult to participate in the 
discussion.  
The participants would need to be physically mobile and relatively 
healthy in order to commute to the location of where the focus 
group would be held. Adequate English speaking skills are required in 
order to understand and follow the instructions.  
All participants are asked to sign a consent form before participation. 
Your participation is voluntary and if you wish to withdraw, then you 
would need to notify any of the researchers at least 48 hours before 
the agreed meeting date. 
No specific skill or technical expertise is needed to participate in the 
discussions. 
 
How long would the discussion last? 
The group discussion will be about 1.5 hours to 2 hours long. 
Attached is the plan of the different stages of the focus group. All the 
discussion proceedings will be audio-recorded.   
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What do I have to do? 
You are being asked to participate in a focus group to discuss among 
a group of 6 to 8 participants about the proposed system and 
comment if such a system would be useful in the future for better 
and independent living. A focus group is a group discussion where 
the participants comment about a particular subject of research 
based on their personal experiences and understanding. Once you 
agree to participate in the discussion, you would need to sign a 
consent form. 
On the meeting date, you will be shown short presentations about 
the system. You will also be shown some demonstration of some 
other camera-based applications to give you an idea of the 
usefulness of a video-based system. Following the presentations, 
there would a discussion among the participants regarding what you 
think of such a camera-based monitoring system and whether you 
think such a system would be helpful for independent living. From 
the discussion the researchers intend to understand the concerns 
and different perspectives of such a system. Your participation would 
be only for about 2 hours for 1 day. 
Light refreshments (tea, coffee, biscuits) would be available during 
the discussions. 
[Please note that you are not being asked to evaluate the system. 
The study is to understand the relevance of such a system.] 
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Where the group discussion would be held? 
We intend to hold the discussion in the brand new HOMELAB within 
the University. The HOMELAB is an amalgamation of a laboratory and 
a typical home or care environment. It is being setup by the new 
Centre (CATCH) of the University. To learn more about CATCH and 
the HOMELAB, please visit (http://www.catch.org.uk/).  
The address for the HOMELAB is – 
      The Innovation Centre,  
      217 Portobello Street,  
      Sheffield S1 4DP 
If the HOMELAB is unavailable, then a meeting room within the 
University will be booked. 
The date and the time for the discussion are negotiable based on the 
availability of the participants and the venue. The discussion would 
definitely be held during the normal working hours of a normal 
weekday. 
[Please note that the venue for the group discussion would definitely 
have the ‘ease of access’ option] 
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I am not confident to travel alone. Can my carer come along? 
Yes. You can bring a carer along with you. However the carer will not 
be able to participate in the discussion. Also the researchers need to 
be pre-notified if you are bringing a carer along with you. 
[Reimbursement of the travel cost is negotiable] 
 
What is the agenda for the day? 
Your participation would be for about 2 hours for 1 day. The detailed 
agenda is as follows- 
Stage I : Introduction (15mins) 
1. Welcome 
2. A brief introductory presentation about the study 
3. Individual introductions 
Stage II : The opening discussion (20mins)  
1. Presentation on Video-based monitoring Technology and its 
advantages (demos of gesture recognition or other 
computer vision based examples would be shown. The 
demos are intended to gain confidence among the 
participants about the recent advancements of camera-
based technologies in different domains.)  
2. Discussion 
Stage III : Demo and discussion(40mins)  
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1. A brief demonstration of a video-based system 
(video/animation based) 
2. Discussion  
a. What sort of activities/events should the technology 
identify for their profile? 
b. Where and how would they like the video information 
to be stored? 
c. To whom should this information be disclosed to? 
Would they like to control it?  
Stage IV : Concluding remarks (10 mins) 
[All timings are approximate] 
 
How would the data be collected? 
All your views would be audio-recorded. You would not have to 
identify yourself while speaking as all personal details would be 
confidential. The audio-recordings would be transcribed and analysis 
by the researchers. The audio-recording files and the transcription 
files would be stored within the University archives. 
During the discussions, either the moderator or the orator might also 
take notes about the proceedings. All the notes and transcribed files 
would be used by the researchers for analysis. 
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What would happen to the audio recordings? 
All audio recordings will be securely stored and used only for 
research purposes. The recordings will be transcribed and then 
analysed. Under no circumstances will the identity of the participants 
be revealed in any of the results or publication of the results. 
After the conclusion of the project, the audio recordings and the 
transcribed files might be kept for a further period of 3 years within 
the University archives and only the researchers previously 
associated with the project would have access to them. 3 years after 
the conclusion of the project, the files would be deleted from the 
University servers. 
 
Are there any risks or disadvantages to taking part in this study? 
We do not anticipate that there will be any risks or disadvantages to 
taking part. You are being asked to participate in a group discussion 
and give your comments about the proposed technology. 
 
Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential? 
Group discussions are not entirely confidential as opposed to 
personal interviews. However all personal information will be kept 
strictly confidential among the researchers. Only the other 
participants in your group would know about your views but the 
audio-files or transcribed files will not be shared with them. Your 
personal details will be confidential only among the researchers and 
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will not be shared with anybody. You will be identified by a code 
rather than a name. Audio recordings and the transcribed files will be 
stored securely within the University archives and used only for 
research purposes. 
After the conclusion of the project, the transcription files would be 
kept for a period of 3 years within the University archives and only 
the researchers previously associated with the project would have 
access to them. 
 
What will happen to the results of the research study and who is 
organizing and paying for the research? 
The study is a part of a PhD project and the result will form part of 
the thesis of the researcher. The researcher would also aim to 
publish results of the study in a scientific journal and present our 
findings at professional conferences and events.  
The PhD study is funded by the PIPIN network of The University of 
Sheffield. More details of the PIPIN (Promoting Independence for 
Personalized INteractive technologies) network can be found at 
http://pipin.group.shef.ac.uk/ 
 
I am ready to participate. What to do next? 
If you are interested to participate in the discussion, then you would 
need to inform the researchers. Get in touch with the researchers 
over phone or email. The contact information are given below. 
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Please notify the researchers whether there will be a carer 
accompanying you.  
Before participation you would need to sign a consent form 
confirming your participation.   
 
What are the potential benefits of participating in the study? 
In recent years, camera-based technology has found its application in 
various domains like gaming, surveillance etc. Your participation in 
such a discussion would contribute to the research of future assisted 
living technologies.  
 
What if something goes wrong? 
If you wish to raise a complaint regarding your participation, then 
you should inform the Principal Investigator, Dr. Charith 
Abhayaratne.  
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Contact information - 
For any other information, please contact - 
Mr. Sandipan Pal 
PhD Student 
Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering 
The University of Sheffield 
e-mail: s.pal@sheffield.ac.uk 
 
 
You can also contact - 
 
Dr. Charith Abhayaratne    
Lecturer                   
Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering                   
The University of Sheffield              
e-mail: c.abhayaratne@sheffield.ac.uk                                          
Phone: (+44) (0) 114 222 5893  
Prof. Mark Hawley 
Professor of Health Services Research 
School of Health and Related Research 
The University of Sheffield   
e-mail: mark.hawley@sheffield.ac.uk 
Phone: (+44) (0) 114 222 0682 
Ethical Clearance The following document is the Ethical Clearance Certificate.
199

The following slides were the slides shown to the focus group participants.
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03/12/2017
1
FUTURE MONITORING 
TECHNOLOGIES – a group 
discussion
03/12/2017 1
WELCOME!!!
About me –
Sandipan Pal
~ Currently pursuing PhD
~ Takes interest in evolving technologies which have a 
social impact
~ Takes interest in sports and plays badminton regularly
About the Observer -
Tian Feng
~ Currently pursuing PhD on HDR image coding 
Ruilong Chen
~ Currently pursuing PhD on video analysis for assisted 
living
03/12/2017 2
03/12/2017
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Agenda for today
Stage I – Introduction to the study
Stage II – Initial Discussion about monitoring technologies  
Stage III – A prototype demonstration and discussion
Stage IV – Concluding remarks
03/12/2017 3
Please help 
yourself with 
tea/coffee and 
biscuits
*We would aim to finish all the stages in 120 minutes
STAGE - I
 A brief introduction about the study
 Individual introductions
03/12/2017 4
03/12/2017
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Introduction
Motivation –
To provide a long-term care facility to older people with a camera-
based monitoring system thereby promoting greater independence 
among them.
Underpinning assumption –
There is a link between ones’ health condition to the amount of 
activity undertaken by an individual
03/12/2017 5
Introduction
Today we will discuss about –
• Monitoring technologies
• Camera-based solutions
• Safety
• Privacy
• Control of the technology
03/12/2017 6
There are no right or wrong answers. The aim of this study is to find out how one 
feels about a video-based monitoring technology.
03/12/2017
4
Individual introductions
03/12/2017 7
STAGE - II
 Videos of intelligent video-based solutions
 Presentation on monitoring technologies
 Discussion
03/12/2017 8
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What is a camera-based solution?
• A video-camera records a scene or an action
• A computer automatically analyses the scene/action and gives an 
output
Where are camera-based solutions used?
• Traffic surveillance
• Crowd Management
• Computer games
03/12/2017 9
What is a video-based solution?
• A video-camera records a scene or an action
• A computer automatically analyses the scene/action and gives an 
output
Where are camera-based solutions used?
• Traffic surveillance
• Crowd Management
• Computer games
03/12/2017 10
Let us see an example where an intelligent 
camera automatically understands a scene 
and gives a relevant output
03/12/2017
6
What is a video-based solution?
• A video-camera records a scene or an action
• A computer automatically analyses the scene/action and gives an 
output
Where are camera-based solutions used?
• Traffic surveillance
• Crowd Management
• Computer games
• Health Monitoring (still under research)
• Fall Detection
03/12/2017 11
Monitoring technologies and its evolution
What are monitoring 
technologies?
A technology which 
gathers information 
about ones’ daily living 
by collecting 
information actively or 
passively about the 
living conditions 
Evolution of SMART homes –
03/12/2017 12
Sensor-based 
solutions
Video-based 
solutions
Multi-modal 
(sensor and video) 
solutions
03/12/2017
7
Camera-based monitoring technology
• A camera-based monitoring technology uses a camera and a 
computer to automatically understand about the living conditions of 
an individual.
• Why not sensor-based?
• A lot of sensors are needed 
• Often complicated and obtrusive
• Not enough information 
03/12/2017 13
Discussion
• How do you feel about such a technology?
03/12/2017 14
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Discussion
• How do you feel about such a technology?
• What do you think about camera-based solutions?
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Discussion
• How do you feel about such a technology?
• What do you think about camera-based solutions?
• What are your thoughts about a monitoring technology?
03/12/2017 16
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Discussion
• How do you feel about such a technology?
• What do you think about camera-based solutions?
• What are your thoughts about a monitoring technology?
• Do you foresee a video-based solution for a monitoring technology 
that you would like to use for yourself or a family member?
03/12/2017 17
STAGE - III
 Demonstration of a prototype video-based monitoring technology
03/12/2017 18
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STAGE - III
 Discussion
 What sort of activities/events should the technology identify?
03/12/2017 19
STAGE - III
 Discussion
 What sort of activities/events should the technology identify?
 Where and how would they like the information (video/health) be stored?
03/12/2017 20
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STAGE - III
 Discussion
 What sort of activities/events should the technology identify?
 Where and how would they like the information (video/health) be stored?
 To whom should the information be disclosed to? With whom should the 
control to access the information be with? 
03/12/2017 21
STAGE - IV
 Concluding remarks
03/12/2017 22
03/12/2017
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STAGE - IV
 Concluding remarks
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND 
PARTICIPATION
03/12/2017 23
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